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The Festival Needs You
Next week, at this time, the twin cities
will play host to a wide array of visitors from
all walks of life who will come here to enjoy
the activities of the Ninth Annual International Bana,na Festival.
Governor Louie B. Nunn of Kentucky,
and hopefully Governor Winfield Dunn of
Tennessee head up a growing list of state, national and international visitors who will
come again to enjoy, what has become one
of America's most unique, and most prestigious community events.
Their appearances here are a salute to
the imagination and energy of those persojis
who have worked diligently, through the
years, to keep the Banana Festival on a high
level of performance.
Yet, at this late stage of the planning
there is a tremendous need for manpower to
attend to the thousands of small details that
are imperative for a successful Festival.
Won't You Vohniteer Today?
Festival officials are well aware that
most Fultcmians are keenly interested in the
Festival program. They know too that if
asked, few will refuse to help.
But the problem now is that there is so
little time to make overtures to our residents, so today we are appealing to you to,
walk into Festival headquarters and say:
"Give me a job, I want to be one of the
bunch."
And how can you help? Foremast among
the needs are homes for our Amigos, homes
for our grantees, homes for beauty contestants, drivers to pick up guests arriving at the
Paducah airport, involvement in just any
program that will assure our visitors of a
pleasant time, with a great big dose of Fulton hospitality thrown in to make their stay
here a fond and lasting memory.
—simparacasoutru4,A Big Eveas
The Banana Festival is a great, big event.
Its planning and organization is an endeavor
of the greatest magnitude. It takes many people, doing many jobs to get the whole show
glued together.
Please, won't you be part of that adhesive process and call the Festival office
today and make a happy home for some enthusiastic visitor.
Running For Office
I may be a fine one to talk, you might
say, but don't you find it rather interesting
to review the list of candidates seeking public office and then wonder whatever possesses them to seek the variaus offices for which
they announce?
It's like I said, I may not be the most
proper person to say this since I didn't quite
make it in my race for State Representative.
Perhaps the persons who are seeking city of..
fices both in Fulton and Hickman feel that
they have the qualifications to hold the office, just as I thought I did.
That's not the point. The point is that
some of the candidates who have announced
can scarcely influence the vote of their own
family, much less that of the electorate.
This appraisal is made of no one person
in particular. They're all nice people, I'm
sure, and able to encounter the hazards of
public office. And that's fine. But the perplexing thing to me is their own appraisal
of their chances to get elected.
Oh, well, it's as Robert Burns once said
in his Scottish brogue, and that I will say
with my Southern accent: "If we could but
see ourselves as others see us, it would from
many a blunder free us, and foolish notion."
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Ninth Banana Festival Serving
Programs To Please All Ages
The Ninth Annual International Banana
Festival opening is almost hours away from one
of the most exciting and star-studded events in
the Festival's history.
It can be truly said that the program has
The ticket office for Banana
,
Festival activities is now open been designed to please just about everybody
in the Chamber of Commerce from the fans of bop to the devotees of classical
office and will be staffed from
music and art.
9 s. m. to 5 p. m.
In between there is a country and western
Single admissions and patron's subscriptions will be on show, a hootenanny singer, an Indian weaver,
sale for every event of thir Fes- Latin-American students and dignitaries, and
tival where an admission is to
then the Doodle Town Pipers, coming here directbe charged.
The patron's tickets offer a ly from a tremendously successful series of nareal bargain for Festival goers tional TV appearances, which included the Ed
with five tickets totaling $15 on
Sullivan Show, The Danny Thomas Show and
Tele for just $10.
their own spectacular on Tuesday nights on
NBC-TV.
The Amigos will arrive Sunday. The Marimba Band will arrive on Wednesday. Governor
Louie Nunn of Kentucky and perhaps Governor
Winfield Dunn of Tennessee will be here on Friday. Both chief executives will be accompanied
by an entourage of high state and national ofLocal and area homemak- ficials.

Festival Ticket
Office Now Open

GROUNDBREAKING forth, new branch of the Farmers Enduing* Bank In South Fulton was
accomplished Wednesday afternoon in South Fulton with Mo• Cavin, President of the parent
bank in Union City (holding shovel) doing the honors. Above group includes (from left): James
L. Howard, architect, Nashville; Seldon Reed, • member of the new bank's advisory board;
David Phelps, also a member of the advisory board, who has been named the bank's assistant
manager; Mr. Cavin, President of the Farmers Exchange Bank In Umon City; Stanley Jones, a
member of the advisory board; Gene Bennett, representing the Kent Construction Company of
Union City and South Fulton, who will build the building. Target date for opening, said Cavin,
4 "between December lit and 15th of this year."

Window Fairs
Will Brighten
Festival Scene

ers' clubs will be displaying
Although the Festival does the day, including an arts and
their arts and craft products
in the Window Fair scheduled not officially begin until August crafts show at the Fulton LiAugust 12, 13 and 14. 12, there are many events pre- brary. An antique show and sale
for
Kitty
The displays will be in local ceding it that will no doubt be will be presented at the
noon
store windows during the inter- of interest to Festival-goers. League Ball Park and a
Among these is a fifteen - luncheon and style show at the
national Banana Festival.
show Sunday, August Holiday Inn will be other high
Prizes will be awarded for the minute
8, following the baseball broad- points of the day.
winning products.
The YMBC Riding and Sad- Racking Class, Jack Bryan atop
A Briar Patch Dance for teenThe windows will be judged cast on television channel 6 or
dle Club sponsored a Western Corbit.
WPSD of Paducah. It will ex- agers will be held at the park
Ladies Pleasure Saddle
amateur August 11.
Horse Show Friday night, July
Professional and
The following assignments plain the interesting facts of each night of the Festival.
30, that brought out 250 en- Horses, with Patsy Prince rid- artists in a five-state area
At noon Friday, the Goverour International Banana Fesing Black Jack; Men's Pleas- are invited to participate in have been made:
tries from three states.
nors' Luncheon will be held at
Tr -County Homemakers at tival.
Viewers at the event were ure Saddle Horses, won by Pat the area artists' show to be
Holiday Inn with tickets
Red Man; English staged in connection with the K. Homra Store.
on hand to see top horses and Wray on
On Monday, August 9 at 1230, the
Homemakers, W. P. Burnette, president of the selling at $3 each.
Crutchfield
experienced riders compete in Racking Horses, Nancy Myers Ninth International Banana FesFriday night will be the big
19 events in an effort to win riding Penny Copper; Fox Trot, tival which will be held in the Bay Family Shoe Store.
Festival, and Kenneth Turner,
Community owner of the WFUL radio sta- Doodle Town Pipers show at
Pierce-Harris
Bob Mimms riding his horse, Twin -Cities of
first place awards.
Fulton, Kenm., and there will be a paFirst place trophy winners Little Man; Walking Horses, tucky and South Fulton, Ten- Club, National Store.
tion, will present a show on 8p.
rade Saturday at 10:30 a. m.
Fulton Young Homemakers, channel 29.
in each event were:
with Nicky Forrester on Sun nessee on August 12, 13 and 19.
to begin that day's activities.
Pony Lead Line, Darren Ray Up-Seven Come Eleven.
The Art Festival officially Fulton Hardware and FurniThe Window Fair judging will
Terry opens on Wednesday, August 11, ture Store.
riding Ginger; Pony Class,
Rescue Race, with
Following the parade, a giant
take place Wednesday, and the
Friendly Neighbors Home exhibits will be left in the store banana pudding will be served
with Terry Biehslich atop King riding Big Red and pick- at 1 P. M. in the Art Guild
and
&
the Battle of
Crickett; Pony Class, James ing up Ronnie Birmingham;
lower floor ofthe Fulton Demonstration Club, Jack
ai ,
m
il
oor
g
windows throughout the festival. In the city park,
m.,
Robert Buckingham riding Mid- Pole Bending, With Mike GregBuilding. Many cash Jill Shop.,
Kick-off day, Thursday, will the'Sands will be held at 2p.
Rush Creek Homemakers, feature the Princess Pageant at and the big Country and Western
mot; Halter Class, with Harry ory Mang COco.
awarded to
will be
prizes
p. m.
Caudle showing Miss Cotton,
The members of the YMBC works entered in Oil and Acryl- Fulton Electric System.
8 p. m, and many events during show will begin at 8
at
Hickman Homemakers
Flag Race. Anthony Edwards give special thanks to all spon- ics, Water Colors, Pastels,
and
volunteers,
Shop.
workers,
Clarice
riding Red; Plantation Saddle sors,
Pen and Ink and Creative StitchPalestine Homemakers, NofHorses, Nancy Myers riding members who contributed tothe ery. The entries will be divided
Midnight; Barrel Race, with success of the event.
into professional and amateur fel's Department Store.
at
Homemakers
Phillips
Also to be thanked are Larry groups, with separate prizes
Double
Allen Shirley riding
Walking Horses, Ken Boyd, Judge, and Ray Williams, to be awarded in each cate- Dimeco Variety Store.
Ugly;
Central Homemakers at WarWray riding Mac's High Hat, announcer.
gory.
Mrs. James Green and Mrs. ren Jewelry Store.
Fulton Homemakers at WestJack Allen, co-chairmen ofthe
Linda Wilson, one of the Mid-South's most
Art Festival, advises that all ern Auto Store.
Homemakers at Rice
Western
entries must be original works,
accomplished musicians will delight Banana FesAgency.
Insurance
must be suitably framed and
Montgomery Homemakers at tival visitors on Friday afternoon at Kitty League
ready to hang for display. All
Department Store,
Park when she appears as one of the stars in the
entries must be delivered to the Kasnow
at
Jollyette Homemakers
Art Guild Room on Monday,
Inter-American Music Fiesta at 2 p. m.
Shop.
August 9, from 8 A. M. to 12 Budget
at
Homemakers
Bennett
Noon. Mailed entries should
The show, which bills such other well-known
Three All-Star games finishThe number is'qucky 13"for
Festival of- Huddleston Hardware Store.
Youth be in the Banana
Crossroads Homemakers at performers as The Singing LeFevre Family and
candidates of the four Fulton ed up the Twin Cities
August 9. PickMonday,
by
fice
this year
Commissioners' posts now, and baseball program for
on Saturday, Evans Drug Store.
Miss Gerry Matthews is free to the public.
a up may be made
State Line Club at Graham
with the deadline only a few with scores ranging from
from 5 P. M. to 6
14,
August
10-6.
Miss Wilson is a graduate of
Store.
Furniture
hours from press time, it looks bare 2-0 to a whopping
P. M.
The last games played, all
Stephens College in Columbia, Judy Collins, both of whom she
like the last candidate has filed.
bewere
night,
Friday
last
on
Mo. She is first harpist with admires.
It has been ten years since
SURGERY TUESDAY
of each
Miss Matthews loves to sing
the Memphis Symphony OrchesFulton was required to have a tween the champions
Baptist
the
in
of each Horton Baird is
tra; harpist with the Memphis for children and parents are
primary, but with the near- league and the all-stars
insalter
Memphis
in
Hospital
Opera Company and an instruc- urged to bring them out to the
record number of candidates league.
harp at Memphis park to hear this outstanding
In the Minor League, the dergoing surgery Tuesday
tor of the
filing, such an election will
Minor League All-Stars slip- morning. His room number is
State University and the Hutchi- artist.
be required.
Three generations ofthe
son School. She also presents
September 18 has been the ped past the league's cham- 852 Union East.
Kids from Fulton are begin- concerts and lectures for the Singing LeFevre family group
pion, the Browns, by a score
date set for the primary.
of
traditional
weeks
few
Arts
Commission.
last
presented
Tennessee
have
ning their
HONOLULU VISITOR'
Among the candidates to file of 2-0.
She has studied with Alice songs and stories from our
The Little League All-Stars Paul Durbin is spending a freedom as the August 24 openis Mrs. Lorene Harding, perdraws Chalifoux, first harpist of the American heritage. They have
haps the second woman everto were victorious over the cham- few days in Fulton enroute ing date of city schools
Cleveland orchestra and with appeared before a wide variety
run for a city office in Fulton. pions of that league, the Sena- from Toledo, Ohio, to his home near.
at- other
must
world-famous artists of audiences and have received
Although students
in Honolulu, Hawaii. He was
Mrs. Mary Alice Coleman tors, by a 10-6 game.
pechamregistration
m.
the
a.
9
game,
a
wide acclaim.
in her field.
In the final
sought the office of City Counrafted to Toledo last week by tend
Carr
Guerry Matthews, a singermember several years pions of the Senior League, the the death of his brother, Walter. riod at Terry-Norman,
cil
Institute, and Fulton High on guitarist "got her chops" muDodgers, won over the Senior
ago but was defeated.
POTLUCK SUPPER
doing hootenanny
August 23, the first full day of sically in
Other candidates who will be League All-Stars by 6-3.
The Fulton City Eastern Star
classes is not until the follow- package shows in North Carocampaigning are Bob Craven,
IN MEMPHIS HOSPITAL
ing day, Tuesday.
lina. This, combined with some Chapter nil have a potluck
Paul McClay, Ray Hunter, J. P.
Superintendent of Schools formal training, gave her the supper Saturday night, August
Mrs. Frank Bluely is a coatiMANY, MANY RETURNS
Wade, Gilbert DeMyer,Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hicks ent sit the Baptist Hospital in Charles L. Thomas saidthat on equipment for being the com- 7, .at 7:30. It. will be held at the
Gregory, John D. Hales, Bill
will be celebrating their Golden Nitimphis s moss RAS Union that day, all cafeterias will open plete folksinger, in the tradi- Masonic Temple for the mem(Continued on page 8)
and a full schedule in effect. tion of perhaps Joan Baez and bers and their families.
Wedding anniversary August 7. Eellt,

K. M. Winston Resigns From
South Fulton; Faulkner Named
James Faulkner, a member
of the South Fulton Elementary
faculty, has been named to succeed K. M. Winston as principal of the South Fulton Elementary School.
Fullmer has been teaching
three years and will receive his
Meister of Arts degree from UT
at Martin this month.
He is a native of ObionCotmty
and marrieci to the former Linda
Crider of Fulton. Mrs. Faulkner is now a student at UTM and
also plans to teach.
Winston, a well-known educator in Northwest Tennessee,
has resigned to accept a positional cashier at the Dukedom
Bank In Dukedom, Tennessee.

Ews

ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
LETTER.WEEKLY PAPERS

Mr. Winston has been a prominent member of the educational
community for many years, both
in Fulton and South Fulton. He
was popular with students and
school patrons and held in high
regard by county and state educators and school administrators.
In addition to his activities
in the field of education, Mr.
Winston has taken a keen interest in the civic and cultural
endeavors of both cities. He is
a past prasidsat of the Obion
County Educational Association. He has rendered invaluable effort to the International
Festival as parade
Banana
marshal and chairman.

More Than 250 Entries Take Area Artists
Part In YMBC Western Show Urged To Enter
Festival Show

Inter-American Music
Fiesta Free To Public

Record Number Little League
Of Candidates Closes Season
Seek City Posts In Star Games

Vacation Time
Is Nearly Over

Alma Givens Hite, Former Teacher, 'A Legend In Her Time'
ceeding tea years, who have enshrined Miss Givens in their
"Teaching is a challenge: personal Hall of Fame as one
when I meet a class, I always of the greatest personalities
wonder if I can interest them they have ever met.
Miss Givens, my dear friends,
in the subject. Once I can
hold their attention, I can teach came to teach at Beelerton
them" ,.."When I find minds School in the year 1905. Her
like a fertile field, ready for the pupils that year included Felix
planting, it is a joy to see eyes Gossum, Sr., his sister, Mrs.
light up with the spark of under- W. H. Roper, and Mrs.Richard
" Mobley, all of whom retain vivid
standing of a new idea
Sixty-six years ago, Miss memories of this dynamic lady
through the years.
Givens brought these teacher
Alma
The following year she was
thoughts with her to Beelerton
School as she began a teaching hired by Prof. Cheek to teach
career. A dedicated and per- in the Fulton city schools, end
ceptive young lady of 19, she remained here from 1906 to
arrived from her hometown of 1916. That, again, is a period
sixty-five
Morganfield armed with a good from fifty-five to
education and an obvious de- years ago, yet this remarkable
teacher is still saluted by the
light in teaching.
is pares 01 those days as being
"Miss Givens," as she
very
those
one of the most dynamic forces
by
known to this day
first pupils, did her jobsowell in their lives.
ft was just two weeks ago
that there are those whom she
taught at Beelerton who have that a tall, graceful lady,trim
never forgotten her; there are and slim and bright-eyed, and
many more in and around Ful- still wonderfully alert and perton, whom she taught in the sue- ceptive, paid a return visit
(By P. W.)

of those classes, no
to Fulton. Mrs, Alma Givens pupils
sprightly middleHite, the "Miss Givens" of longer even
were starsixty-six years ago, returned agers themselves,
awed
to Fulton as the guest of Mrs. tled, delighted and actually
who
M. W. Haws for a week's visit. at this lady of 85 years
each
about
anecdotes
Mrs. Haws, who proudly num- recalled
and
herself among "Miss of them, identified pictures
bers
a
' former pupils, has personalities and exchanged
Givens,
the times.
avidly kept in touch with her keen perception of
despite
you,
All this, mind
former teacher by correspondyears
ente through the years. Now the fact that her eleven
here in Fulton were
teaching
"amazes
85, but still one who
in New
her friends with her brilliant followed by seven years
more
mind and incredible memory," Mexico and twenty-seven
reshe
1963
In
"Miss Givens" was guest of in California.
Mexico
honor at an Open House given turned to Artesia, New
reunion
by Mrs. Haws,attended by some for a fortieth class
students she had taught!
sixty of her former pupils here. of
went
she
when
Incidentally,
The visitors included Dr.Glenn
Fulton, Miss
Donoho and his wife from Pa- to Artesia from
first
ducah, Mr. and Mrs, H. R. Givens was joined in her
fellow
Owen, also of Paducah, and year there by another
workMrs, Tully Owen of Chicago. teacher she had met and
Carl
The occasion was a senti- ed with in Fulton. Mrs.
Hastings remental, terribly heartwarming Hastings. Mrs.
a year,
visit with school memories, turned to Fulton after
dseve down to extend •sperm
on in Dr. Glenn Denials& Paducah,
times, events and activities while Miss Givens stayed
Over 60 termer wells came
here.
heaver
greeting to his former
more than a half-century ago, Artesia.
Anything that anyone has to
given by Mrs. M. W. KOWS.
honor
her
in
and with a teacher who brought
reception
the
to
(Continued on Page 3)
reality to it all. The
back
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Wendell Ford, Julian Carroll Must
Unite Party To Win November Races

.00

—Paducah Sun-Democrat

NEEDED

Rarely does the American
public have a fair opportunity to
judge the comparative merits of
,the U. S. medical care system and
E.
-.the medical systems of other countries. "Private Practice" contains
articles on both British and Soviet
Winth clie.'The latter is discussed
story by litalsaell B. Roth,
D.
Dr. Roth, in the course of a
tour of the Soviet Union, studied
Soviet medical facilities in considerable detail. Most of his findings are expressed in a dispassionate and analytical manner. However, Dr. Roth's report on his tour
'paints a picture of regimentation
and oppression that is anything
but inspiring to the American
mind. He notes that the vast majority of physicians practicing in
the U. S. S. R."... have been educated in didactic vocational schools,
designed to try to make of them
competent technicians practicing
medicine by the book."
Somewhat bitterly, Dr. Roth
observes,"In Russia it is eternally
drummed into the public ear
through the propaganda machinery of the controlled communications media that Russian medicine
is the best in the world, that it is a
patriotic duty of the individual to
use the available preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic services.
In our country the public is

CRUSADERS FOR A FALSE
CAUSE

The director of the Office of
Management and Budget, Mr.
George P. Shultz, said in a speech
not long ago,"There is a school of
thought that our economy has
changccl to iuch an extent that the
free-market economy will no longer work well enough. In order to
achieve stability, this school says,
government must do much more
to manage the private sector." Mr.
Shultz takes issue with these critics of the American system. He
sees no need for the nation to
abandon reliance on a free market.
But, the work of the antifree
market crusaders is becoming increasingly apparent on all sides.
Nowhere is it more evident than in
the field of massgetail distribution,' where promotion of government management of the "private
sector" is more aggressive than
ever before. From minimum wage
laws to class action legislation, the
nation's retailers, and particularly
those larger institutions of retailing that have led in developing the
efficiency of mass distribution,
live in an atmosphere of regulation that is disheartening to the

most courageous of businessmen.
A partial list of the measures
aimed at putting government in
the business of

management

in-

care system . . It would .. . be
interesting to note, in the unhappy

clude, not only class action laws,
which encourage consumers to
band together by the millions to
harass business firms but laws relating to deceptive trade practices
guarantees and warrantees, unit

in Russia, how expeditiously such
American commentators would
manage to get back to the nonsystem."

pricing, packaging and labeling,
of these laws adds
to the cost of doing business—a
cost that takes its toll in higher
prices.

flooded

with books, periodicals,
and
releases by columnists and commentators stressing
the inadequacy of our medical

newspaper

circumstance of becoming ill while

By non-system, Dr. Roth was,
of course, referring to our much
abused American medical system
which the U. S. public would find
far superior to any other if it could
but have an opportunity of making
a

fair comparison.
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The consumer protection professionals that belong to the antifree market school of thought com-

mented upon by Mr. Shultz never
say a word about the laws and
regulations that are victimizing
consumers to a far greater degree
scattered abuses in the competitive system. Neither do they

than

recognize the accomplishment of
this system which has created the
most efficient mechanism for mass
distribution of goods the

world has

ever seen.
BIBLE DIGEST
"For he saith, I have heard
thee in a time accepted,and in the
day of salvation have I succoured
thee: behold, now is the accepted
time: behold, now is the day of
salvation." 2 Corinthians :2

The Philosopher

(Cootiet

more populous than when he saw
them, although some that he
knew are now extinct.
A GAME
Audubon was particularly attracted to Henderson because
it was (and still is) on the
This life is but a game of cards,
great arterial flyway over which
Which everyone must learn;
countless birds have migrated
Each shuffles, cuts, and deals the deck,
for centuries between the ti-tic
tundras and the unending sumAnd then a
does turn;
mer of the lands of the CarSome show up a high card,
ibbean and beyond. And of
While others make it low,
all the fascinating life of the
wilderness, it was the birds
And many turn no cards at all—
that pleased the artist-naturalIn fact, they cannot show.
ist most. He was a dedicated
birdman.
with
Probably
Audubon's
When hearts
play for love,
French ancestry In mind, the
And pleasure rules the hour;
museum at the park is French
Provincial In design and is
Each day goes pleasantly along,
suited to house the Auduideally
sunshine's rosy bower.
bon pictures and memorabilia.
When diamonds chance to crown the pack,
Its two floors are filled with
things belonging to John James
That's when
stake their gold,
family. About
And thousands then are lost and won,
ditahte
simme
e museum
ago
years
two
d
o ni
By gamblers,
and old.
completely renovated and a lot
of items were removed because
they had no direct relation to the
When clubs
trump look out for war,
Audubon family. Today the place
On ocean'and on land,
is bright and airy and the exhibits are tastefully displayed.
For bloody deeds
often done
There are 110 original oil
When clubs are held in hand.
paintings by Audubon and his
At last
two talented, Kentucky-born
the darkened spade,
sons, 138 original lithographs,
Held by the toiling
120 of the original engravings
And a spade will turn
last
In the Birds of America series
And dig each player's
and portraits of Audubon, his
wife Lucy and the two sons. And
there are all sorts of little
Unknown
personal items, account books,
Jewelry, silverware, etc.
The museum's prize posseslaxity, because even on a small ING on a budget. This illus- sion, however, Is its copy of the
budget, you can learn to re- trated decorating book contains original edition of the fourmasterpiece, "The
store your "finds" yourself. the basic elements and prin- volume
This is the theme of Adapting ciples of interior design, plus Birds of America." With its
American Antiques. In a sim- hundreds of specific budget pages measuring 30 X 40Inches,
ple and forthright style, Mrs. ideas. Yet it isn't a dream this is one of the biggest books
Warner suggests innumerable book, a wish book, or even just ever printed. ft is always reways of making your antiques an idea book, it is a practical ferred to as the "Elephant
useful
and more enjoyable. action book. It will teach you Folio." Its 435 plates show
To develop and mature as a
EASY MOTORCYCLE RIDPLIMOTH PLANTATION, by the how, what and why of in- 1,065 birds, life-size and all in
person, read books written by ING, by Theresa Wallach. Many
Jean P. Colby. This book is terior decorating - what color color. The book has been remen and women who believe people will be encouraged to
about the Pilgrims,their times, is, why it's important, and published, of course, in much
they had something of value to become bettor acquainted with
their voyage on the Mayflower with specific do-it-yourself smaller size since then.
pass along as the result oftheir motorcycling and enjoy good and
It took the publisher 12 years
their life at Plimoth Plan- projects, how to apply it to your
life experiences, techniques riding, if they are able to obtain
to complete publication of the
tation in the New World. It is home.
helpful in meeting problem sit- helpful and accurate informaElephant Folio. Sometimes as
also about a modern museum,
uations and solving them suc- tion. Given this assistance,
Plimoth Plantation, which is a
THE BLACKMAILERS by many as 50 people were workcessfully.
beginners may safely learn charming and authentic re- Henry Cecil. The blackmailers ing on the plates at one time.
without the fear and anger of creation of the original Pil- In this fine suspense novel are It was sold by subscription for
WHO AM I, GOD? by Marjorie getting astride a motorcycle
grim settlement. Ancient rec- a new and clever breed. They the then enormous price of
Holmes. A new collection of and attempting to teach them- ords,
eye-witness accounts and are vastly superior to the old- $1,000 apiece. Between 190 and
warm, touching, wise, and very selves. This book is written
archaeological research were time operators who hit a few 200 copies were sold. A recent
human prayers - actually,con- for motorcycle riders everyused in constructing this full- of the wealthy and powerful apprasial of the perfect copy
versations with God - by the where. The alin is to prepare
scale village and the Mayflower and then ran. This new breed in the John James Audubon
author of "I've Got to Talk to all riders for a safe learning
II, a full-sized replica of the contents itself with putting the museum priced It at around a
Somebody." She devotes her period.
ship that brought the Pilgrims arm on the average citizen - quarter of a million dollars.
attention to the challenges and
LIFE AND DEATH IN A to this country.
the indigent schoolmaster, the It's kept in four airtight glass
rewards every woman faces in CORAL SEA, by Jacques CousTHE BACHARACH AND DA- struggling bank clerk, the cases, each volume opened at
today's "hittind: With teau. This book deeldribes a
VID SONG BOOK,by Burt Bach- small-town doctor. A few dol- random. This displays eight of
plain-spdkeit'
she tie- world that few mgraiave ever arach.
In 1957 Eddie Walpinof lars here. A few dollars There. the Plates. Thepages are leanscribes
woman's seen - an underser world fill- Famous Music offered
Hal Da- Not much. But there are lit- ed.eo, oftener than one a year
pains and delights: raising chil- ed with structures of greater
vid and Burt Bacharach a room erally hundreds of victims. because the change of air will
dren, holding down a Job, keep- beauty, complexity, and vastwith a piano and suggested that These blackmailers have turn- eventually cause deterioration.
ing a house, being alone-being ness than anything ever built
Around 800,000 people visited
they write songs together. Be- ed a furtive one-man operaalive.
on land. In this absorbing nar- cause Hal and Burt liked what tion into a nationwide and very John James Audubon State Park
BLACK AMERICANS, by John rative,
famed explorer Cous- they had heard of each other's profitable syndicate. But there in 1970. More than 24,000 of
Hope Franklin. This is a stir- teau tells of adventure
and dis- work, they decided to give it a is danger in numbers and among them stayed overnight in tents
ring drama of black Ameri- covery among the unique
life try. After a few songs that those hundreds,there are some or trailers in the modern campcans and their role in the coun- forms of the great coral
areas didn't become hits, they wrote victims who are bound to crack ground or in the completely
try's development. The author of the Indian
Ocean and the Red "The Story of My Life," follow- - and they do. Eventually Clif- equipped
vacation cottages.
cuts through centuries of mis- Sea.
ed by "Magic Moments." Both ton Ledbury, alleged head of the There's an excellent 9-hole golf
understanding to recount the
ADAPTING AMERICAN AN- became hits and the names syndicate, is brought to trial course in the park and two lakes
history of America's blacks TIQUES, by Dorothy D. Warner.
Bacharach and David began to at Old Bailey. He is tried be- for fishing and boating. The
from the earliest raids of the Collecting antiques is an inter- sound
as r g ht together as the fore Mr. Justice Hereford, a larger one, 28 acres, has &fine
slavers on the ancient king- esting and involving pastime. words
and music of their songs. judge with an unimpeachable beach for swimming and a
doms of Africa to the epic And adapting and restoring
BETTER HOMES AND GAR- courtroom record and an im- bathhouse. There are plenty
anevents of the 1950s and 1960s. tiques is fast growing in
pope- DENS: CREATIVE DECORAT- peccable personal background. of facilities for picnicking.

urrs

Kentucky Democrats, trying
could set up agendas on a firstdesperately to keep their intracome - first - served basis. Mrs.
party rivalries down to a level that
Abzug had the right to set the next
won't hand November's election
one, and she naturally pushed for
to the Republicans, can sympaa party stand against the Vietnam
thize with their fellow Democrats
war. Moderates and hawks had
— in Congress.
been boycotting the sessions. PreHouse Democrats there have
sumably, Teague will be able to
been unable to hold a party caucus
sidetrack that divisive topic in the
since March because not enough
future.
have attended to make up a quorKentucky Democrats can't
urn. So they held a special caucus
solve their difficulties so easily.
the other day to talk about the
They're hoping that the unity dincaucus. This time they got a quorner in Frankfort last Monday has
um. They came up with some new
unified the party forces for the fall
rules which they hope will imcampaign, but nobody can say
prove attendance.
with confidence that it has done
For one thing, they banned
so. These things used to be taken
committee meetings during the
care of by party discipline. With
- time a caucus is scheduled. The
the advent of civil service and the
Democrats can do this because as
consequent shrinking of patronthe majority party they hold all
age, though, party leaders have
the chairmanships.
lost much of their leverage for imThey also agreed to give Cauposing unity. Now they must win
cus Chairman Olin E. Teague of
it.
Texas power to set up the agenda.
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford camAnother rule permits them to go
paigned on a slogan that promised
on talking about issues even if a
a n'ew day in Kentucky politics,
. quorum isn't present.
vowing an end to the old DemoWhat wasn't stated so plainly
cratic factional bickering between
was that the new power given to
forces led by A. B. Chandler on
Teague removes a major cause of
one side and by a succession of
the lack of attendance at the rerivals on the other.
cent caucus calls—the belligerence
It remains to be seen whether
• of super-liberal Mrs. Bella Abzug,
Ford can bring it off. He must, if
the freshman representative from
he's to return Kentucky's state
New York.
government to the Democratic
Under the old rules members
column.
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FROM THE FILES.--

Turning Back The Clock
TWENTY YEARS AGO
AUGUST 10. 1951
In the biggest upset in the history of the
Fulton Country Club, 15-year-old Larry Cavender, a Fulton High School sophomore, defeated
Harry (Judge) Richards, 1950 club champion and
a favorite in this year's play, Thursday afternoon.
The youthful golfer led 2-up at the end of the first
nine, and the match was close all the way, but
Cavender came through to end the play on the
17th hole 2 and 1.

FOR THE BIRDS
The John James Audubon
State Park, two miles north of
Henderson, Kentucky on US-41,
is a nature lovers' sanctuary.
Its 590 acres include a tract
of virgin forest, unspoiled by
the logging saw and thriving in
all its primeval beauty, much
as it was when it delighted the
great artist-naturalist around
a century and a half ago.
Audubon was born in Haiti
on April 26, 1785, but lived
much of his life in America.
He died in New York 120 years
ago. An incorrigible wanderer,
he spent much of his time in
the wilderness, studying the
wildlife that flourished in such
profusion in early America.
Kentucky saw more of him than
any other state. He spent atotal
of 14 years here, nine of them
at Henderson.
The park that is dedicated
to his memory could not help
but please Audubon. The only
thing he wouldn't like about it
is that he wouldn't be allowed
to hunt there. --Not even the
specimens he used to lug home
and mount so he could paint
them. He would miss the Indians and the endless herds of
buffalo and deer. But the mighty
trees are still flourishing, the
wildflowers
flowering
and
shrubs still grow in fantastic
profusion, the whole range of
small game goes about its daily
business without any fear of
man and the birds may be even

be announced over Radio Station WFUL,according to Fulton Fire Chief W. T. Dawson. As soon
as the fire alarm is turned in, the location of the
fire will be announced over the air. The purpose
of this, according to Chief Dawson is to stop some
of the fire chasers. It is believed that if people
know where the fires are they will not chase the
fire engine to learn the location.
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Thousands of nature lovers
return to this park year after
year. And one of the most Important factors that brings them
back is King Benson, the park
naturalist. Mr. Benson has been
with the park for 19 years.
A retired school teacher who
specialized in biology, he was
the first naturalist employed by
the Kentucky parks system.
King guides

groups

on

C. M. Hearn of Water Valley, Kentucky, re- scheduled nature walks into the
from April through Noceived a patent July 20 from the patent office in forest
vember. It's a never failing joy
Washington. The patent rights were granted Mr. to hear him discourse on the
Hearn for a cotton hook he invented in 1945. The birds and the animals,the wildflowers, ferns, mosses, trees,
hook handles cotton bales on a trolley line, drop- insects and
on nature in genping them automatically at the proper time.
eral. His entire life is wrapped
up in this lovely little wilderness. He seems to know perFORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
sonally all the little creatures
AUGUST 13, 1926
he chats about and to hear him
talk,
W. Voris Gregory defeated Garth K. Fergu- the with the jeweled notes of
songbirds spilling into the
son of Ballard County in the race for Democratic perfumed spring
air is an unnomination to congress by the close margin of forgettable experience.
only 181 votes. The final count was 9840 against About 400 acres of the
Park
Is a bird and wildlife sanctu9659.

Lora Louise King of Fulton has enlisted in
the U. S. WAF. She took her oath August 4, at
Owensboro Main Station. She will go to Lackland
Air Force Base, San Anlonio, Texas for her basic
training. Upon completipn of her basic training,
Private King will be lassigned to a technical
ary, a truly remarkable little
realm. No vehicles of any kind
school for further instruption and training before
Miss Ruth Fields and Mrs. Smith Atkins en- are permitted.
Its one rough
taking up her regular dries.
tertained with a bridge luncheon at the Fields' road Is only to serve the park's
maintenance needs. Its four
home Friday in honor of out-of-town visitors. . . basic
foot trails have branchws
Two business houses in Fulton were broken little Miss Ann Valentine
entertained a number here and there and they are
into last Friday night, but nothing was found of her young friends with
plainly
marked.
a
missing in either place. The intruders gained en- Pearl St. home Monday garden party at her
h
p
r
i
g
es
:n
ve
son
. Fhas
afternoon
ifty_cs
aiz
talsp
ogeLdisi
81
.
.
.
Mrs. pe
trance to the Standard Oil bulk plant on Terry George Hester entertained
of birds that nest in
at bridge Thursday scies
the
Road by prying a window open. Out at the Ful- afternoon
for a Texas guest.
spend
eKnd their winter here and
ton Ice Plant near the new yards entrance was
62 species pause here on their
made by breaking the lock on the front door.
Mrs. Sam Connor of Chestnut Glade has been way north during May.
He has identified 169 species
entertaining her daughters, Love and Lelia,
and of wildflowers,
Seventeen girls from Fulton County are at- their families during their
12 flowering
vacation. A basket pic- shrubs and 47 trees.
These Intending the 4-11 Club Camp at Murray State Col- nic in the Obion
bottoms was arranged this week clude the somewhat rare Kenlege this week. The camp is from August 6 in their honor.
tucky coffee tree, the tulippolilar, maples, eight kinds cit
through the 10th.
native oak and centuries-old
Those from Fulton attending are Beverly
Homer Weatherspoon, Beelerton, who has beeches.
Cursey, Kay Cherry, Jean Hyland, Jane Austin,_ been taking military
Around 15,000 boy scouts will
training at Camp Knox, has hike
the trails and earn their
Marilyn Butler, and Carolyn Johns; from Hick- returned home.
patches
in this park during 1971.
man, Carole Lattus, Wanda James Pierson, Mary.
And many, many more people
Ann Stahr, Patricia Wiley, Ann Powers, Mary
Pleasant Hill news: The election was very will enjoy the thoroughly i'swarding time they spend in this
Helen Everett, Shirley Samuels, and Mary Lou quiet at Water Valley
last Saturday, with just remnant of our nation's
outdoor
Samuels;from Cayce,Linda Arrington; and from one little fight . Mrs.
grandeur
Lizzie Owen, 76, and Mr.
Crutchfield, Sarah Lou Little.
For
more
information
on Joist
Ben Stevens, 82, were quietly married in Fulton
James
State
Park
last Friday .. . Lightning Friday night killed write toAudubon
a Public the Department at
Starting Monday of this week all fires will young filly belonging to
Information, Capitol AnAdolphus Vaughn.
nex, Frankfort, Ky.
40601.
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Alma Givens Hite, Former Teacher, Is 'A Legend In Her Time'
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cis, near whom she lives in San
. She graduaied a brief visit to Fulton, Ky., the If I can interest them in the sub- ing experience are the friendcame to hargt.
To Jose, Calif.
from Potter's College for Young scene of her first teaching, ject. Once I can hold their at- ships made down the years.
A master teacher with susmall
Ladies at Bowling Green, she and long years after she had tention, I can teach them.Some- feel that I have had even a
perior knowledge of the subjects
many
so
of
at
lives
the
degree
former
in
West,
her
for
part
the
left
bachelor's
feasible,
is
one
plan
times
took a
have she taught, as well as a deep
the University of Kentucky in students gathered to do her sometimes another approach is fine boys and girls to
often personal interest in each of her
history, with further studies at honor, and to "remember best. To see a young face light.them remember me so
'warms students, Alma Givens Hite's
George Peabcidi College, and at when." It surprised and touch- up when interest is awakened with cards and letters
influence through these many
ed her that they should have is most gratifying. The finest the cockles of my heart.' "
the University of Chicago.
years has truly made her a
began remembered her for so long. rewards I have had in my teachWell equipped, she
Mrs. Hite has a son, Fran- "legend in her time."
school at BeelertOn It certainly would hardly surteaching
(Ky.) for one year, then in Ful- prise any of her pupils, before
ton, Ky., and stayed there fpr or since. There is something
ten years. Then she moved to about a dedicated teacher that
New Mexico to the town of Ar- leaves an indelible mark in
tesia, a frontier community one's memory forever.
She married a childhood
of about 4,500. She served
there with 32 teachers as prin- sweetheart in 1925. Mr. Hite
cipal of the high school and died in 1956.
Mrs. Hite toyed awhile after
superintendent of the school for
her husband's death, with the
seven years.
enshe
idea of retiring from teachIt was in Artesia that
countered the wonderful hunger ing, but the lure of the contact
for learning ofthe eager young- with youthful minds, and the
sters from the ranches, who lighting of that lovely spark
had to ride long distances to in young questing eyes was
get to school. "Education there too strong. Back she went to
was a privilege, to be snatched Drew and "the new family that
between farm chores and plant- each year brings along."
She believes strongly in giving and harvest. Some of those
boys certainly hungered and ing a student through trainThey
in fundamentals, in a sense
ing
education.
thirsted after
devoured every book they could of the continuity of history, in
get their hands on. Their minds the facile use of the tools of
were like a fertile field, ma& “reading and writing and the
for the planting. It was a Joy discipline of the classics.
She is tall, slim and graceto see their eyes light with the
spark of understanding of anew ful, with the dedicated calm "Why of course I recognize these people"! exclaims Mrs. Hits to Frank Beadles, one of her
idea. I used to watch for that of a scholar and the lovely, former pupils here. (The picture in question is over SS years old).
spark in every new class, and gentle brown eyes and smooth
there were always some young- brow of a serene and contentBACK IN LEXINGTON
sters that had it. That's the ed personality.
Glynn Williamson has reHer smile is slow, compasreal Joy of teaching, to catch
sionate with the memory ofthe turned to his home ig Lexing
that spark."
ton after visiting with his moth"It still happens all the time. army of young people who have
er, Mrs. T. E. Williamson.
Perhaps more than ever, be- passed through her classes,
cause the boys I am coaching and the thought of the many Other visitors in her home were
Mrs. J. C. Pickle of Big
now are all determined to learn more to come.
"Teaching has always been Springs, Texas; and Carl and
and they all have a definite
a challenge"she says."When( Carolyn Williamson of Adel,
sense of direction."
The second annual art show on trees on the Walter Haden farm.
When Mrs. Hite returned for meet a class. I always weeder Georgia.
pupil.
a
was
else
Thompson
Mrs.
pupils.
"Hayden Hill" near South Fulton The farm is adjacent to the
former
her
of
Mrs. Mite and Abe Thompson, one
has been scheduled for Saturday Fulton Country Club's new nineand Sunday, Aug. 7-8, and will hole golf course one mile east of
feature Milwaukee naintg4-, Smith Fulton and a quarter-mile
sculptor Patrick Wood.
south of the State Line-Dukedom
on highway
Beginning at 10 a m
Saturday and 1 p m on Sunday,
"Response to the art of Obioa
the one-man show will close each
County's Thel Taylor was so godd
day before dusk under the pine
at last year's two-day show," MIS
Haden said. "that we havt
convinced Mr. Wood that there I
our
on
towns
the
about
how
interest in painting and sculpture
many, thought
wander
Nine countries and
I'd like it, but
here in this part of the country
own," Nancy said.
many memories later, Nancy wrong I was."
Attesting to the fact that there
In agreement again, they
Sanger and Jane Voorhees have
Mr. Haden, who is assisted
returned home from a month- noted that the only thing wrong was plenty of shopping time
long European tour.
with the trip was "No sleep." was Mrs. Voorhees' statement
in
something
"bought
they
reasons
that
What do they have to say
I think one of the
we liked Switzerland the best every country."
about it?
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The cast
Would the words "great," was because we got a chance
Wooden shoes, hand-made
of "The Stephen Foster Story"
"exciting," "wonderful," and to rest," Jane laughingly astablecloths, beer mugs, cryswill present performances of
the phrases "loved every sured.
goblets,
dishes, glass
Hammerstein's
tal
Rodgers and
The two girls, both college and serving trays were only
minute," "I'll never forget..
Pacific" on two succes"South
and "fun Just isn't the word" graduates, began their tour on a few of the things they brought
evenings, Aug. 9
Monday
sive
give you some idea of their June 20 when they flew from back.
Kentucky
and 16 in My Old
reaction to the tour?
Memphis to Atlanta, Georgia,
Home State Park amphitheatre
rest of their
you should and met the
If not, maybe
And when they were not buy"Foster
The
in Bardstown.
get a chance to see some of group, 24 other girls and one ing, they were seeing: PicSterrs. ,dark -on Mondays.
t .4
the ,thines they brought back — .male guide. From there they cadilly Square in London, a beer
. Leeds vi1j1 be .1bi8ked c
atm amlies that light up flew on to New York and finally rest in Gerinanyt the filnOus
Brenda Parrish, Bloomfield,
Asses eh they 'talk of the to London.
Monaco, Holland's
moon of
and Gary Horton, Louisville.
of
splendor
trip.
After London, they hit other windmills, the
Miss Parrish, a petite blonde
"Switzerland was our favor- countries with a lightning speed, Paris at night, chalets in SwitzLeslie Weeks, another former pupil of "Miss Givens", pauses for a chat during the reception. soprano, represented Nelson
no more than four eriand, Vatican City in Italy,
ite place. The scenery was spending
County in the 1969 Miss Kenthe leather goods market in
fantastic, and everything was days in each one.
tucky Pageant and has appear"One of the nice things about Spain . . . all in all, a pretty
so beautiful," both girls agreed.
in "The Stephen F oster
ed
vacation,
Nancy, though, admitted that the tour was that we had plenty wonderful summer
Story" for three seasons. HorPATRICK WOOD
"Paris stole my heart. I hadn't of time to go shopping or just wouldn't you say?
ton is an assistant professor
of
of voice at the University
professor of English at the
Louisville and musical director
University of Tennessee at
for the Foster musical.
WELCOME HOME
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
the Martin, added that the show by
under
be
will
show
The
been
Stella Jones, who has
Mr. Wood was made possible by
Sorry to have missed the last
direction of Horace Kelley, asfact that the artist will be
Netherland, meeting. From the report I got, visiting with her son in CaliMiss Pamela
sistant professor of drama at the
fornia.
hearing
in an art show in St.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. I missed a treat by not
Eastern Kentucky University. involved
•*
*
young
our
by
was
early next week
given
Fulton,
Louis
South
the reports
Netherland of
Kelley is director of"The Stemarried to Tom Cardwell people. They are our GOLDEN
phen Foster Story."
Oils, water colors and sculpAUGUST BIRTHDAYS
Dame, Saturday, July 31, at the KEYS for tomorrow.
Tickets for "South Pacific" ture by Mr. Wood are in public
time
It's Banana Festival
First United MethodistChurch.
reserved,
seats
no
with
$3,
are
end private collections In
2 — Rita Adams, 5—Bessie
Dame is the son of Norris again. Be sure and be at the
9—Polly and may be ordered by writing )Visconsin, Michigan, Illinois,
Dame of South Fulton and Mrs. maid- meeting, they need our Green, 6—Jo Scruggs,
0. Drawer D, Louisiana, Tennessee, MinP.
Pacific,
South
11—
Green;
Leonard of Pawhuska, help. What better way can we Beggs, 10—Alma
Fred
40004 or by sesota, Georgia, California and
23—Elizabeth Tay- Bardstown, Ky.,
have to build a better "Ken- Ruth Scott;
Oklahoma.
dialing area code 502/348-5971. Iowa, Mr. Haden said.
Miss Teresa Fields of South Tenn" than helping this worth- lor and Ann Gore.
Louisville residents may dial
Fultcn was the maid of honor, while project?
Charcoal and pen and ink
toll free 282-2315.
and bridesmaids were Mrs.
We welcome into our club
drawings by UTM student Randy
VIRGINIA GUEST
Millington, Out
member, Noami
new
Ray Dunavant of
Members who are or have
Tosh of Paris also will be on
Mrs. Robert McCurdy of Fair- display. Coffee Will be served and
Tennessee, cousin of the bride, Mooneyham. There are others been on the sick list include
and Miss Donna Luckey of Hum- that would like to be members Mettle Rice, Mable Burgess and fax County, Virginia, is visiting *ere will be no charge for adhusband).
(Hilda's
them
her mother, Mrs. Steve Wiley. Mission.
boldt, Tennessee.
Hank Adams
if we invite them. We need
His father was Dame's best and they need us. We will have
Sympathy is extended to Agman, and groomsmen were to work hard if we equalize by nes Turner on the death of her
Bobby Bell of Jackson, Ten- December.
mother and to Trecia Powell on
A special program has been the death of her father.
nessee, and Gene Byrd of South
meeting.
our
next
for
planned
Fulton.
Anna Lou, Assistant District
Ushers were David Nether- I'll be there. Will you?
Director, visited the Reldland
land, brother of the bride, and
Club Tuesday evening, July 2'7.
Jetta
Steve Barger of Mayfield.
Underwood
Brent
Rev, John
of Jackson, Tennessee, uncle
of Miss Netherland, officiated
at the wedding.
they brought back from their nine-counJan/(left) and Nancy (right) display the "goodies"
A reception was held immediin Holton& and other souvenirs erit ately following the ceremony
bought
shoes
wooden
of
pair
a
holding
is
try tour. Nancy
Mrs. Robert Yeamans, grandin the church fellowship room.
displayed around them both.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Blackstone of Fulton, will receive her Bachelor of science
A former South Fulton residegree in elementary educadent has been listed as one of
of
University
In tion from the
America's "Who's Who
Houston on August 14.
Women" for the year of 1972Mrs. Yeamans, the former
73,
Suellyn Parham, has accepted
—
Mrs. John T. Scott of Chama position with the Texas City
— Your Problems Bring Answers
paign, Ill., is the former Anna
Independent School District in
Marie Porter, daughter of
Our
Houston.
Dear Ann Landers
Roggie Porter.
Thomas and
of pneumonia when I was pregDear Ann Landers; Since you cause we are moving."
daughter received, as a graduMrs. Scott is a graduate of
The signature looks like T. nant with the fourth. The anxiety
DQCTOR VISITS
inexpensive
see more crazy handwriting,
of
box
gift, a
South Fulton Rosenwald School
might also be R. and shock caused me to have a ation
Major and Mrs. Charles Hudlousy spelling, undecipherable MyntrkUz. It
months. dusting powder. The woman and attended Fisk University
Eighteen
miscarriage.
address,
no
senis
H zmIsItyl. There
dleston and daughters. Beth
signatures and convoluted
close friend in Nashville.
later I had a fifth child, Now who sent it is a
and Kathy, recently spent a few
tence structure than anyone no zip code, nothing to help us.
powder was obThe
mine.
of
civic
bachelor's
or
a
A.
T.
received
P
attend
She
I
Also, a word to the postmen. when
in the world, you should be
and a days with his permits, Mr. and
asks viously something she had re- degree in
sociology,
someone
and
functions
illArch Hutidgeston. Major
especially sympathetic to my Please, when there is a change
children we nave anu ceived during a recent
double master's degree in edu- Mrs.
of address, don't obliterate the how many
problem.
his family were
ages, I say 15, ness. I was hurt. I was also cation and social work from Huddleston and
their
are
what
we
so
it
need
mailing
We
address.
old
I work for a direct
myself for having the University of Illinois at enroute to Birmingham, Ala13 and 3. Invariably someone ashamed of
computer
our
refrom
we
it
erase
can
day
Every
company.
value on our friend- Urbana.
bama, where he will be with
will laugh and make a crude put a dollar
ceive about 10,000 requests for tape. Also, Mr. Postman, please
Suddenly it occurred to me
She was one of the first fac- the University of Alabama as a
every- remark such as, "Wow, ten ship.
me
bothered
gifts and catalogs. If we can't print the new address so
what
really
that
ulty members hired at Park- resident in dermatology.
you. years apart! Ho, Ho, Ho. Never
read an address we guess. If one can read it — not just
in
was her lack of thought. I hope land Community College
eh?"
die,
say
Up
Keyed
—
we
heap.
that
a
bad
Thanks
readers that
the writing is so
Champaign, where she Is a proI would never embarrass any- you will tell your
throw
must
Keypuncher
we
guess,
spend
even
can't
straight but those who don't want to
fessor in sociology and the soSTUDIES IN EUROPE
Dear Keyed: I know exactly one by setting him
away the letter. Within four
some useful cial sciences.
perhaps if you print this letter much can select
Z. W. Pigue and sons Robert
weeks (the time allowed fords- what you are up against. Every
inexneneive
items.
but
it will educate people to be more
and William, of Palos Verdes
Only Human
livery), we usually receive a now and then some irate reader careful about their cute reto
Estates, California, were repeople
nasty blast accusing us of be- accuses me of absconding
Some
Deir
Human:
J.
N.
Kearney,
S.
?Ars.
—
sent for marks.
cently guests of Mrs. Bertes
FRIENDS VISIT
ing crooks, threatening us with Mexico with the $1 they
have a cheap streak when it
my
in
Sorry,
S.
Mrs.
Dear
milPilot. William recently rethe law, etc. Here is a sample: two booklets. I hope a few
the clods comes to gifts. Your friend is
letting
are
you
opinion
mesMr.
of
the
get
Scroggs
and
Joe
Mrs.
catsthere
turned from a year's study of
lion folks eel
"Dear Sir: Where is my
obviously one Of 001110 POODIe•
— In off too easily. I think you ought
Cede Mesa, California, are languages in Europe. FoRowing ARTIST'S WORK- UTM English Professor Walter Hades "
log? What kind of a racket are sage. Thanks for writing
improve
to
can
I
say
nothing
our
of Milwaukee, Wia., who .4.
before
two
lost
to say,"We
read.
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hell. his graduation ifrom UCLA, displays two paintings by Patrick Wood
you running anyway? If I don't penmanship I could
youngest was born," and watch the situation so I will simply Mrs. Scroggs is the former Robert joined his bontem. in will conduct a one-man art show near South Fulton next weakeed.
money
my
or
catalog
useful
a
the
get
all over them- say I'm glad I served
Admiuion will be free of charge
Sara Arm Boyd of Fulton.
Dear Ann Landers: Five them stumble
Europe for aFt weeks.
back within a week I am going
purpose.
be- years ago our third child died selves apologizing.
to the law. And hurry up

(Continued from Page One)
say about Mrs. Alma Givens
Hite is almost bound to be wrapped up In superlatives. For instance, the following article
about her appeared in a San
Francisco newspaper 12 years
ago, following an interview In
1959. 'It was certainly not any
salute to the conclusion of her
teaching career, for Alma Givens Hite is yet teaching her
beloved Latin on an invitational
basis, generating a motivation
in her pupils that has earned
respect and endearment around
the world.
The San Francisco newspaper
Interview, entitled "Mature
Living" and written by Anita
Day Hubbard mentioned Drew
School, of that city. Herewith
the 1959 account:

Alma Givens Hite has been
teaching Latin and English at
Drew School for fifteen years.
Presently she concentrates on
Latin for young men reading for
the Catholic Seminary, and English for candidates for Annapolis and West Point. She Is entranced with their intelligence
and responsiveness, but a little
appalled at the gaps in their educational equipment, especially
the boys from what she calls
the "assembly line" type of
training. She has a good basis
for comparison. She has been
teaching in high school ever
since she left college, and is
still going strong at '74, more
dedicated to the delights of
teaching as a way of life every
year.

She was born at Moreanfield
Ky., Nov. 8, 1885 of ScotchIrish stock on both sides. Her
great-grandfather Givens was
mustered out of the army at
the close of the American Revolution when there was no money
to pay off the men, but he was
well satisfied with the customary land grant in the wilds
of Kentucky. He founded his
family home right there, raising horses on the farm.
was
Givens
Young Alma
reared in a family environment saturated with American
history, and devoted to traditional scholarship. Books and
more books were part of the
equipment. She read
family
omnivorously, everything that

Annual Art Show
On 'Haden Hill'
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Nine Countries,Many Memories
Hickman Girls Return Home
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Foster Cast
Will Present
South Pacific

Miss Netherland
Mr. Dame Wed News 'Round Town
On July 31st

South Fulton
Resident In
"Who's Who"
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Mrs. Yeomans To
Receive Degree

Will Play Beauty Pageant, Princess Ball.. •
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Jack
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around
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his band will play for Pageant Activities Thursday August 12.
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Jack Staulcup
Maestro Continues Sounds of R-r-r-really Big Bands
By BOB GODDARD
Globe-Democrat Amusement Editor
II the big band era has come and gone. as
the music historians keep telling us, tomebody forgot to tell Jack Staulcup about it.
Staulcup and his orchestra played their
first engagement at the Hotel Irvin Cobb in
Paducah. Ky.. on March 17. 1937, and hasp
been at it ever since, now averaging 50,000
miles a yeer traveling from one engagement
to another.
The hand has standing contracts with more
than 100 clubs—country clubs and fraternal
organizations—to appear from once to twice
club
a year in each, and along with incidental
bookings, night clubs, ballrooms and schools,
the band is booked solid many months in advance.
Jack has a special affinity for St. Louis, as
his was the second band to play the CasaLoma Ballroom when it was just getting
started, and he is still very much a part of
Casa-Loma 35 years later.
It was the Staulcup aggregation that former Casa-Loma owners Art Kawell and Harold Burian held in there the entire winter of
1936, and it was Staulcup that helped build up
those ballroom crowds of 3000 dancers. Nowadays, Staulcup still plays the Casa-Loma
about three times a year on two-night stands
and he's due in next this weekend.
the Casa•Loma
Jack Staulcup and his orchestra were the Jecood group to play
Ballroom when it was first started.

BY YESTERYEAR standards when the
r-r-eally big bands were as plentiful as high

lieges in a louts Armstrong trumpet solo.
saiiilcup's nine-piece orchestra wouldn't be
considered a big one. But in this era of small
combos, nine pieces add up to a big band.
and any way you count 'em. they get the
full-toned, big band sound, thanks to three
tenor saxes. two trumpets, trombone, piano,
has,and drums
Staulcup plays one of those saxes and
-doubles in brass' with vocals on comedy
song parodies, perennial hits with all Staulcup dancing crowds.
The Staulcup style has its own individuality, but Jack says he has been influenced considerably by Wayne King, Guy Lombardo,
Jan Garber and Griff Williams and makes
good use of the heavy vibrato sax section a
la Lombardo. Garber It al.
With a library of 800 rehearsed tunes.
Staulcup can answer almost any request
from waltzes to modified rock—but not hard
rock, if you please.
-I refuse to play the junk," he says. "Most
people think the young folks go for hard
rock, but if there could be as much of our
type of music heard, I'll bet you the kids
would love it. Take a lot of the FM radio stations, fnr instance. They play the good, big
band music but don't tell you who's playing
it, while the rock stations not nifty announce
the names of the hand but what the leader
had for breakfast. How about equal time for
our kind of muster

Freddy Martin's 15-piece orchestra also
doing well these days, says Jack, and so are
a couple of younger fellows—Peter Duchtn
with 14 pieces and Jack Morgan (the late
Russ Morgan's son) with 10.
AS FOR THE CURRENT success of the
Staulcup band, the record speaks for itself:
More people danced to Staulcup in 1970 than
in any other year since he got started. And
they consistently fill the whole dance floor
the moment the band strikes up the first
tune.
"We don't play anything that isn't danceable," says Jack. "And we have our own
'Built-in' audiences wherever we play, because the dancers who were teen-agers when
we were young musicians ourselves, are still
coming back and, I'm happy to say, a lot of
young folks are dropping in, too, to see what
this big band sound is all about."
Like Staulcup's fans, his bandsmen stick
with him, too. They range in age from 24 to
50, and two of them have been with him for
IS years and three for 12 years. The band is
headquartered in Paducah, Ky., but Jack
himself lives just across the Ohio River in the
small town of Metropolis, III., where he conducts all the band's business.
Why Metropolis? For a very good, non.
musical reason. He met a Metropolis girl,
Ethel Mnrelan d, when he was playing a
dance there many moons ago, married her
two years later and just stayed there.

BUY
FAMILY HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne White
'''
and children of *sluts'
Brook, Alabama, are visiting
with her parents, Mr. and M:
the stair rail was sold sep- J. Fred Gibson. Mr. White
arately as were inside doors, plans to leave from here for a „.
window facings and the like. business meeting in Chicago.
Most furnishings had been
given away or sold earlier. My
ATTENDED UTM CAMP
sister has a love seat which
Mr. and Mm. Joe Kimberlin A
was given her. Sure it is beau- and sons, Mark and Kent, were U
tiful to look at but I wouldn't recent guests of his parents,
advise any spirited courting Mr. eard Mrs. Karl Kimberlin.
on it.
Son Mark was at UTM for a
basketball training
week's
SON AND FAMILY HERE
are from Florence, AlaMr. and Mrs. Joe R. Lowe They
ham.a.
and family of Irving, Mesas,
have been spending few days
with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Lowe.

Thanksgiving, Christmas Big Events In Paschall Cla11

Could anyone find a hogsI mean when she
ed while Agee poured the brandy cinctly what
if
said, "I and Martha want some head of whiskey today? And
and struck the match.
so, could anyone afford it? I
To me the flames were beau- more turkey, please."
If Sister Betty happened to be can't do any arithmetic on that
tiful, although I did not care
there from Memphis, we knew because I don't know how many
much for the pudding.
at the end of the gallons a hogshead holds, should
To make sure of a beautiful she would say
best turkey I say held?
flame, the brandy was always meal, "That was the
When Dr. Gil built his home
was almost
reinforced with a little straight we ever had." It
in what is now Fulton, Kenprohibition like a benediction.
alcohol. During
There was a saying in the tucky, he did not intend to put
days, the alcohol was not easy
any member who It in the center of town. Yet
to get. But Uncle Joe and his family that if
the town gradually grew around
drug store came to the rescue was eligible-for-marriage inspot he had chosen.
Thanksgiving and Christmas and provided the plum pudding vited an outsider eligible-for- the
His large home was on top of
marriage, there was going tobe
were always big feast days at with its glamour.
sloping hill. lithe
gradually
Mammaw's. All the Bennetts
Thea there was theidum pud- a wedding in the family. And it a
plot with its fine
and the Smiths were there and ding sauce. It had tb be made usually worked out that wayl two-acre
by a
Never could see why, because home had been surrounded
Elderberry wine, homeas many of the Fosters from of
ditch, I think it would have lookMemphis as could come.
made Elderberry wine. Every It seems to me that such a dismoat.
its
and
castle
a
like
have ed
ENTERED NAVY
Often there were many guests year at the proper time, Agee play of gluttony would
When the family were all
sometimes, there were made the wine and every year frightened off anybody.
and
John Dunker, son Of Mr. and
was sold,
house
the
and
gone
us.
Elderof
South
as many as thirty-five
at the proper time, the
ANDREWS
Yet if it had, we would never the tale was not of the usual Mrs. Joe K. Dunker of
The table was arranged to berry wine soured.
Fulton, is stationed at Ontario,
have been able to claim Mack kind.
Company
Jewelry
fit the number to be seated.
Somehow, though, there was McGee a member of the clan.
training
camp
boot
for
The very large and heavy Florida,
Sometimes T-shaped, some- always enough un-soured wine Mack said the reason he marauctioned off, in the the U. S. Navy.
was
door
front
There
times U-shaped, etc.
for the pudding.
ried Helen (Helen Bennett)was
were cakes and cakes and
It was Dad's assignment to that he thought we ate that way
cakes, ten to fifteen of them. procure the turkey and to carve every day.
With the cakes went ambrosia. it. Uncle Tom had the carving
I think Mack must have been
There was English plum pud- knife razor sharp.
Father"
ding, too. And, believe it or
In fact, everyone had a part. the exact opposite of"
not, some of the gourmands Auntie made the pound cake — Mack with his eyes always
could eat both desserts after and the white fruit cake. Aunt laughing.
At school one Friday after
a very hearty meal of turkey, May made the dark fruit cake,
gravy, dressing, oysters and in addition to several others. Thanksgiving, a friend of mine,
everything else that goes with (I remember her caramel cake. Dudley Morris, got the teachIt was super!) Agee made the er's permission to ask me a
a turkey dinner!
My mother (she was called Lady Baltimore cake and per- question. The question was, how
to
haps the coconut. Or was that many cakes did my family have
Agee by all the family dawn
yesterday,
the smallest tyke) had charge Aunt May?
And the answer was fourteen.
Mammaw, from her end ofthe
of the pudding. After many
That stopped the class, just
days of preparation, it was put table, served coffee. She knew
and
my answer
as Dudley knew
into a large soup tureen and exactly how much cream
brought to the table to be blazed. sugar each member of the fam- would. His family and mine
had been friends a generaThe tureen had a chipped ily wanted.
The children dressed them- tion or two before us.
place on one edge, but that didn't
Family records show that
Your first water bilk were mailed August 1. These bill are due
matter. The chip was at a spot selves in thgir best attire and
a
for
in their best manners. I think Dr. Newton Julian Paschall,
seemingly ready-made
sprig of holly. Everyone watch- Mayme Bennett expressea sue- that's "Father," was one of
by the 10th of August and payable at the Hickman-Fulton RECC,
thirteen children. The oldest
was Dr. Gideon William PasP.O.Box 190. Hickman, Kentucky 42050. You may pay in person or
chall. He was twenty years
older than his brother Julian.
by mail. Bills are due and payable by the 10th of each month.If bills
So the relationship between
ORDER YOUR
them must have been much
are mailed, the envelope must be postmarked by the 10th or the gross
like father and son.
RESERVE
When they were at home, all
amount will apply. All bills not paid by the 25th of each month will
TICKETS NOW'
thirteen of them, their mother
in
the
and
would'rise
morning
OtilSiOF
ON
SAVE
500
TS
ADM
be coeuddered delinquent and service will be disconnected. A service
prepare a toddy. First Mr. PasGATE ADMISSION TICKETS
chall was served, next the oldWhen you order your special
charge of $2.50 will be charged for each trip to your home for colest child and soon, down the
event reserved seat tickets in
list. Mrs. Paschall finished
advance, the outside gate admis
lection of bills. No second notices will be mailed. The RECC is doing
sion helot may be purchased In:
off what was left.
75e.(Admission at gate is $1.25)
A little quick mental ariththe billing and collecting as a service to help the water district defray
metic tells me they consumed
Sake Money — Sore Tone
11.1 Better Seat, — Avoid tarn, Line,
about a quart of whiskey a day.
cost. The RECC is in no way responsible for the operation of the
And that before breakfast. Ugh!

(Editor's Note. The following is the second in a series
of articles written by a former
resident of Hickman, Mrs.Sara
Smith. They are the memories
of her childhood sold of her
grandfather, Dr. N. J. Paschall.
Her father, Hershel T. Smith,
was well-known in this area.
Mrs. Smith herself now resides
in Tiptonville.)
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CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO
Starring in Ors stencilan will be Roy
;Newt bele Foam and the Sons of
the eloneera. Five performances Fn.
day. Auleet 20. 500 0-in SaturdaY
Augur/ 21, 330 and 500 p in. Sun
dm% Alagiell 22. 1,00 end 4-30 p m
Haw M.,
Adult. $3 00 0 $2.50 D
2 price
1
Children 12 land.,/
Specific Thaw mid Day

SONNY SIMMONS'
Refill SING SPECTACULAR
The Blackwood Breams, The Oak
81110 Owlet, / 0 Simmer mod the
Stoops fieertet. Tire Plembes, The
StaMenien sod Neves Lister, Gene
Smith earl Cecil "Sonny- Simmons.
M.C. Theme*, Auger, is. 700 end
9.30 p.m.

COUNTRY-WESTERN
SPECTACULAR
Country and Western Mem fans won't
wont to rinss this show starring Jerry
Lee Lewis and Hank Williams. Jr.
Thema are two groat stars, plus Lois
kakmen. Lamer Morris, The Dube
of Paducah. Merle Kilgore and The
Cheetin. Needs. ciii iw appearing in
two big shoes et the Stadium as the
H
Kentucky State Fair •nd
King Enterprises present Country•West
ern Spectacular. Seterday, August 28.
130
p
.14
330,
at
Now Mann
Odour 13500 $2 50 0
Children 121 under ih price
0 5'30pe 0
3 30 p

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW
Finest U3. Show Horses Competing for ever $111,000.
New Maw/
Fri . Aug, 71. 730 p ni.
ile. New Moray
Wed. Aug. 25 7301
Res. Seats 52.50 0
: sow. $2.50
S.,
esl.1b w
Set.. FL,0
Timm . Mg. 2., 730 p.•.
.
Rot Nob$2500
(134amb is. Meedey oral Woo* imeming posieemeecee am Arfelle, VAG; MNdre• 12 awl wed« 50c. Time Wok my be perchised MOW of poefewnemee.)
Berl Wham iss

Name
Afton

lend Check ee
lbw./ &Wm hio

i Cal

zip
Sto•
ENCLOSE SWIM SELFADOR(SSED DIVELOIE
dip NNW Is NNW in wispesbly.)

PLIZ sin war

I do hope that mother Paschall
held back plenty for herself.
She needed it. If I had to prepare breakfast for fifteen people I'd want a toddy before
breakfast and another after.
Wouldn't you/
The pre-breakfast toddy was
a pretty general practice in
hear. I also
those days, so I
that they bought their
hear
whiskey in hogsheads.
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NOTICE TO MEMBERS
OF SOUTHWESTERN
WATER DISTRICT

Adults: $2.50 0 $2 00
sine
mica
Children 12 I under
7 00 • rn. ET, 9 30 p m
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A FESTIVAL BOOSTER BUTTON

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:

KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
AUG. 19-28
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THIS YEAR!
TRAVEL Kentucky's new, expanded and improved highway and parkway system. It brings
every park and part of Kentucky within just a few
hours drive. There's no place like the Kentucky of
today ... to live and play.

Direct'
Private

water district. Consumers may report trouble, connects and disconnects to the RECC and we will forward the information to the water
district commissioners, who are responsible for necessary repairs at

%Wm
Air-Cor

Coffee
Codas
Self Si

present.

Free-S1
does
Pool Ti
Shuffle
Free v

This project is financed by E. D. A. grant and they require bills
to be sent to each consumer who has a meter on his property. When
paying by check, make payable to the Southwestern Water Markt,

S. P. MOORE to CO
140 Broadway, Swath Fulton
Phone 01-11114
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Deems and McGee Carpeting
—Uphelstering, Modern and
Antique
Kitchen Carpeting

COMMISSIONERS
Jack Austin

Dewey Johnson

Azley Batts

David Doan

Mier 1Ffickersce

Reiff

• cm
CALL FREE: (I-800-372-2%0 from any Kentucky
phone for your reservation in a Kentucky State Park. OR,
for descriptive brochures and further information, write
TRAVEL DIVISION Department of Public Information,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

Just
nigh
thst
Writ
and
D. J.
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All Hail To Beauty and Bananas These are Our Contestants

1971

Joainne Christina Chamis
Nancy Elizabeth DeMyer
Miss Manes is the daughter
Miss Delliyer is the daughter
of .1.nr. and Mrs. Scott Dellyer of Mr. and Mrs. Chris H.
of ;Route 4, Hickman Ken- Gharrnis of 1008 West 129th
tucky. Nancy is attending Mur- Place, Chicago, Illinois. She is
ray State University where she attending Chicago City College
is a sophomore. She is a mem- where she is a sophomore.
ber of the Alpha Omicron Pi Listed among her beauty titles
sorority. Listed among her are: Miss Sweetheart Holiday
beauty titles are: Miss Fulton Magic Pageant 1971, fourth runCounter High Scho014970 and ner-up Miss Illinois ,PageretMiss Fulton County IIEOC-1970. 1969, runner-up Miss Illinois
Nancy is 5' 3" tall, has brown U. S. A.-Universe Pageanthair, green eyes and a dark 1969. She lists her hobbies as
compeeition. She lists her hob- reading, and enjoys most sports
bies as god, swimming and and attending live professional
skiing. She is the sorphomore theatrica/ and dance performrepresentative on the executive ances. She has had much
council of Alpha Omicron Pi training as a dancer and has
and pilays both die piano and appeared before many civk orthe organ.

Peggy lyle

Diane Corbin Jackson

Margo Ann* Mantle

Miss Jackson is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Jackson
of 109 Penmeken Park, Lexington, Kentucky. She is a 1970
graduate of Lafayette High
School and is currently a legal
receptionist. She plans to enter
college this fall. Listed among
her beauty titles are: Miss LesTv
inglon-1970, Lexington Burley
Princes.% second
runner-up
Kentucky Burley Belle and was
in the top ten in the Miss
Kentucky pageant. Diane is 5'
8" tail, has light brown hair,
blue eyes and a fair complex-

Miss Mantle is the daughter
if Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Bourke Mantle, Sr., of 440 Paducah Road, Bardwell, Kentucky. She is a senior at Murray State University and a
member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. Listed among her
beauty titles are: Miss WKRO,
Ittiss Carlisle County High
School, Sheild Queen ( MSIl
yearbook), Mt. Laurel representative, and Company B
Sweetheart (ROTC). Margo is
5' 4" tall, ins brown hair,
brown eyes and an olive complexion. She was the Murray
State News business manager
and also a WPSD-TV Dance
Party Hostess 1967-1968. She
has had 13 years of dancing
which included tap, ballet, and
modern jazz.

'Miss !vie is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Ivie of
Paris, Tennessee. She is attending Henry County High
School where she is a senior.
Listed among her beauty titles
are: Henry County Fairest of
the Fair 1970-71, and she also
competed in The Tennessee
Fairest of the Fairs arid was in
the top ten in the Queen of the
Tennessee Valley Pageant. Peggy is 5' 4" ball, has dirk brown
hair, brown eyes and a medium
complexion. She lists her hobbies as reading, sewing and
swimming. She has had special
She lists her hobbies as
training in dancing, music, and
tennis and modeling. She rebaton twirling.
ceived superior ratings at regional and abate speech festivals
for 2 years for dramatic monologue.

Seven-State
Search Is On
For Beauties

TON

rte
Rigairearre Allen dryer*
Miss Bryant is the daughbw
of Mr. and Mrs. IL B. Bryant,
Jr., of 418 North 17th Avenue,
Humboldt, Tennessee. She is attending the University of Miss
p4 sWhere she is a
man. iWad amiong her
titles are: Hostess Princess
Wiest Tennessee Strawberry
Festival and Queen of the Tennessee Valley, World's Biggest
Fish Fry, Paris, Tennessee.
Rosemary is 5' 7" tall, has
brown hair, blue eyes and a
medium complexion. She was
a majorette for 8 years, a member of the band for 8 years,
and a cheerleader for 5 years.
She has had six years training
in piano, Mx years training in
dancing and baton twirling for
10 years.
JUSTICE
Kentucky's 1971 ComPrellensive Justice Plan has been approved by the federal governmeet, giving the state $5.3 nail'twin in federal funds, Governor
Nunn announced. Seventy-five
per cent of the funds are to be
used by local governments.

lyre Kathleen Vaughan
Miss Vaughan is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
Vaughan, Jr., of Route 1, Edmonton, Kentucky. She is a
41;34ot:sat —Western Kentucky
VlLhZilw gegLis a member of
ve
- arse vbi Honor Society. Listed among her beauty
titles are: Miss Adair County1969, Mies Farmers RE -1969,
Miss Metcalfe °aunty Fair1969, and Miss Southern Kentucky-1970. Tyne is 5' 6/
" tall,
2
1
has dark brown hair, green
eyes and a medium complexion. She lists her hobbies as
dancing, modeling and participating in beauty contests. She
performs comedy
routines
using spoonerism and also
Sings.
WASTE
The state Health Depaatment
received a $00,000 federal grant
to train persons for enhci-waste
projects. Under the funding,
sanitarians will be taught how
to inspect disposal sites, end
managers and public officials
win learn about rionistruction
and operation of such tribes.

La0

I NEs

The annual seven - state
search is on for a beauty between the ages of 18 and 25
(inclusive) who will wear the
mantle of Miss Mid-South and
serve as host and primary
representative of the 115th MidSouth Fair.
The winner will be selected
In the Miss Mid-South Pageant
Sept. 16 in the Youth Center on
the Fairgrounds. Deadline for
entering is Aug. 15.
Valerie Suzanne Marsh
,Applicants must be single,
Miss Marsh in the daughter never married and live in the
of Mr. and Mts. C. Dexter Mid-South. Entry blanks are
Marsh of 333 North Main Street, available by calling 274-8800
Marion, Kentucky. Volarie is a or by writing:
1971 graduate of Marion High
"Miss Mid-South" Pageant
School where _she was a memMid-South Fair, Inc.
her of the Beta Clubs- transact.
P. 0. Box 14808
Club and the Pep (lub. She
Memphis, Tenn. 38114
plane to attend Western University this fall and will major
A cache of prizes awaits
in phylsioal education and re- the winner, including a $1,000
creation. Volarie is 5' 3" tall, wardrobe furnished by the John
has blonde hair, blue eyes and Gerber Company of Memphis,
a tight complexion. She lists use of a new Pontiac during her
her hobbies as hotseback rid- one-year reign, courtesy of Kiting, swimming, tennis and read- tle Pontiac of Memphis and MidSouth Fair, a week's vacation
ing. She plays the oboe.
for two at a tropical paradise,
courtesy of Holiday Inns and
Mid-South Fair; portable television, WMCT (channel 5); Gold
charm bracelet and"Miss MidSouth" Charm - Geo. T. BrodMEMPHIS, Tenn.
nax, Inc.; 3-piece set of lugEntertainer Elvis Presley, who gage - East Memphis Shoppers
parlayed his voica, is looks News; Dinner for two at Cafe
and a wiggle into a multimil- St. Clair; Modeling Scholarlion dollar career now has a ship - Patricia Stevens Finishing & Career School; 66 gallons
street named after him.
The Memphis City Council of Phillips 86 Gasoline.
honored Presley for all that he
She will be caught up in a
has done for the city by renam- whirl of events during the nine
ing the street In front of his days of the Fair (Sept. 2,4 home Elvis Presley Boulevard. Oct. 2), attending official funcThe Chamber of Commerce tions, meeting the professional
stars and being
says Presley's home, Grace- entertainment
introduced at primary events.
land Mansion, is second only to
the Mississippi River as MemThe new queen will succeed
phis' leading tourist attraction.
Linda Thompson, 20-year-old
Memphis State University beauEAGER BEAVER: Smog ty who was also Miss Liberty
song: "I wonder who's kissing Bowl, Miss Shelby County and
Health: What Miss Bells (Tenn.).
me now"
people drink to just before they
collapse—Wilfred Beaver.
BUY A BOOSTER BUTTON!

Memphis Names
Street For Elvis

I
Right
and

int-

t brings
1st a few
tucky of

Ilcro ;It

MIAMI BEACH1.
(1//
at a price you can enjoy!
Directly on the ocean
Private Beach
Swimming Pool
Air-Conditioned, heated
Coffee Shop
Cocktail lounge
Self Service Laundromat
Free-Self parking at your
door
Pool Table
Shuffleboare
Free golf next block

HILL VIEW
Billy Netherland, Union City;
Beulah Parrot, Fulgham; Betty
Murphy, Charles David House,
Wingo; Joan Jones, Inez Thompson, Hickman; Beatrice Sheffer, Cleatus Wilbanks, Charles
Woodruff, David Hicks, South
Fulton; Julian Shell, Buford
Bennett, Naomi McMorris, Janette Bradley, Fulton.
FULTON
Herman Wade, Sedalia; Anthony Baker, Leffie Baker, Lea
Ella Jonalcin, Union City; Lena
Byrn, Patricia Stevens, Cora
Vaughn, Water Valley; E. C.
Collier, Rupert Gardner, WU)g2; Maudg VMFgqt,
10MS, Dukedord; Altair hugg,
Thelma Bugg, Clinton; Vertrile Summers, Hickman; Paul
Alexander, Laura Ashley, Janet
Dunker, Lucy Jefferson, Frank
Gibbs, James Hales, Robert
Pauline Roberson,
Howell,
Mason H. Rose, South Fulton;
Ira Armstrong, Polly Beggs,
Jennie Farmer, Mrs. Don Binford, Jim Burke, Jessie Conn,
Becky Edmonds, Mrs. Willy
Etheridge, Carlene Gordon,Cozette Hill, R. E. Hyland, Mary
Nowlin, Burnie Stallins, Bennett Wheeler, Fulton.

‘Stripes For
Office Walls
CHEYENNE, Wyo.
When Secretary of State Th
Thomson told her staff
wanted to have her Capitol
fice walls painted in three-f
wide orange andsellow hori
tel stripes, they were skepti
But she says they changed
their minds after she had a
painter try it out on a back wall.
Mrs. Thomson says the idea
Inexpensive and will brighten
he rooms.

4

BANKS
A pair of Spindlertop Research
reports have suggested a
change in state law to allow
WilkS to operate across county
lines. The reports cite regional
shortages of capital for business loans, and faults poor support by small hanks of their
local communities.

Mrs. Lawson Says Debate On
Draft Law Causing Confusion

Selective Service System Ex- "Those young men with relaecutive Secretary, Mrs. Lena tive low lottery numbers who
M. Lawson, who manages F'ul- are eligible for induction this
ton County Local Board No. ill, year, particularly those with
Hickman, Ky., says the current numbers below 175 — the curCongressional impasse over rent processing ceiling — have
extending the induction authori- a very good chance of being
ty has created great uncertainty processed for induction after
area draft-age men, draft calls are restored," Mrs.
among
Mrs. Lawson continued,"Se- Lawson said.
lective Service Director Curtis
Tarr has recently stressed the
"Many young men," said
importance of explaining to our Mrs. Lawson, "seem to think
draft-age men the high prob- that the Selective Service Act
ability that draft calls will re- has permanently expired and
sume in the near future and that that they probably will never be
the current impasse in the Con- drafted. Some of them also
gress is not likely to affect think that the entire system
any registrant's chance of be- has stopped. They are wrong
ing drafted."
since it is only the induction
"Our local board has been authority that has expired.
.specifically instructed to con- They, therefore, may be uninBrenda Kay Parsh
Untie to register and classify
law
Miss Parsh is the daughter of men, and to order for pre- tentionally breaking the
by failing to register at age
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd E. Parsh
. induction physical examina= 18, by not keeping their local
of 612 Koch Avenue, Cape Gs tions those young men who may
boards informed of their currardeau, Missouri. Brenda is a be needed to fill draft calls in
rent address, or by failing to
senior at Southeast Missouri the coming months," Mrs. Law- report, if ordered for their
State College and a member of son said.
pre-induction physical examDelta Delta Delta sorority.
Men with lottery numbers inations."
Listed among her beauty titles through 125 were eligible for
are: first runner-up Miss Na- induction in June in order to fill
Mrs. Lawson also stressed
tional Soybean Pageant-1968, draft calls. Since then, the De- that local boards are continusecond runner-up Miss 'Bootheel fense Department has asked ing to consider CO, hardship,
of Missouri-1969, Miss Nations! Selective Service to draft 16,- and student deferments and toi
Soybean Queen-1969, first run- 000 men in July-August, This take other classification acner-up Miss New Madrid-1969, request is being held by Selec- tions. "Young men who had
and was in the bap ten semi-fin- tive Service headquarters pend- planned to submit requests
alists in the Miss Missouri ing final Congressional action for deferments or exemptions
Pageant-1969. Brenda is S' 6/
2" on the draft bill which is ex- are encouraged to do so,"Mrs.
1
tall, has dark brown hair, hazel pected within several weeks. Lawson said.
eyes, and an olive complexion.
She lists her hobbies as sewing,
handicraft, and painting. Sine
does much volunteer and civic
work and has had much training in dramatics.

Breathitt Is
Chairman Of
Fund-Raising
Former Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt has been appointed
chairman of the Democratic
Campaign Fund-Raising Dinner
to be held in Louisville Sept.
18, it was announced today by
state campaign chairman Sen.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston.
"I am proud to be a part of
this strong Democratic campaign effort headed by Wendell
Ford," said former Gov.
Breathitt. "I firmly believe the
Democrats of Kentucky will return state government to the
people of Kentucky in November," he added.
Tickets for the dinner, which
will beget at 6:30 P. M.,(EDT)at
donCrention Center,6`th&' Walnut
Sts., will be $25 per person. A
reception from 4:30 -6:00p.m.
will also be held at Stouffer
Inn. Tickets for it are $100 per
person which includes the dinner.
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, the
Party nominee for governor,
will deliver the principal address at the dinner with Julian
Carroll, candidate for lieutenant governor, and other Party
nominees for statewide offices
on the program.
Sen. Huddleston said, "This
will be the major fund-raising
effort for the Democratic campaign. We are very pleased
that Gov. Breathitt has agreed
to accept this important task."
ENROUTE TO WASHINGTON
Lt. Commander and Mrs.
James C. Reed and an have
been the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Seldon Reed. The doctor
and his family are enrouibe to
Washington, D. C., where he
will attend two classes at the
Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology and Methesada National Naval Medical Center.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

WELCOME
FESTIVAL VISITORS!
HAM'S GARAGE
AND WRECKER SERVICE

DEPENDABLE SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
OF CARS AND TRUCKS
Phone 472-3262
406 East State Line
Fulton, Ky.

elcome
To The
Festival
-FULTON COUNTIES
mtmetANElectric
Cooperative Corp. 4,
Rural

— John West, Mgr. —
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The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, August 4:
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We invite you to shop a

New Color TN. & Phones
in all room
Beautiful motel rooms
and fully equipped
efficiencies with two
new double beds
CfltnIT CARDS HONORED:
Diner's Club
American Express
Carte Blanche
Master Charge
Bank-Annricard
Charger

• Conveniently Locand—
Just minutes to all day or
night actinties—Oirectly on
the ocean
Write or Call for Brochures
and rate Charts
D.1. Clark-Owner-Manager
Phone-305-947-2613
1 8901 COLLINS AVINU1 MIAMI MACH

HOSPITAL NEWS

P-5

Jackson's Funeral Home
Dukedom, Tenn.
FLA

3 I I 50

489-5414

Hornbeak Funeral Home
•WPwillendelenueisiesatinsereatesenutesesalevileeelesilesselvneve~s

our store while you are enjoying the festival activities.
PITTSBURGH PAINTS seep Iho: Ilera:23112

Fulton Paint and Glass Co. pi
301 MAIN ST.

P

472-3201 ,
;

Annual RECC Meeting Is Like Old-Time Reunion
The atmosphere was like an
old-time family reunion at the
RECC meeting last Thursday
night.
Old friends greeted each
other, the odor of cotton candy
permeated the air, and laughter echoed and re-echoed under
the main tent where the meeting
was held.
In fact, the use of tents seemed to add a circus-type air to
the event which was increased
by the free rides in the bucket
truck given by the employees
of the company. (Even better
than a Ferris wheel, many children assured.)
The beauty contest to select
the RECC queen for this area
was probably the most exciting
event. Six girls competed and,
although only two could be winners, all of them were sucfrom the audience's
cesses
view.
Ellen Sanger, the new queen,
and her runner-up, LaDonna
Lawson, will reign this year
as the RECC royalty. Miss
Sanger, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Robert Sanger of Hickman, will compete in the Miss
Kentucky RECC at the state
fair in Louisville later this
month.
Should she be unable to apthere, Miss Lawson,
pear
daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
James E. Lawson of
Water
Valley, will compete in her
place.
Other contestants in the
pageant were: Gayle Yates of
Water Valley; Susie Carter,
of
Arlington; Cindy Brown
Cayce; and Jan White. Hickman.

specialty numbers of their own
for the audience.
Grand Ole Opry singing star,
Pat McKinney, was on stage
and provided a number ofcoun, favorites.
t!)
During the RECC meeting,
Roy Adams was saluted for
his service to the RECC Company. Adams, whose last day
of work at the company was
July 31, was with the company
30 years.

Pollution is not always obvi- undertake the task alone.
The new ASCS leaflet on
ous, according to local farm
program official, Roy Bard, pollution control, published by
For example, pesticide rest- the U. S. Department of Agridues and fertilizers cling to culture, briefly discusses the
practices
soil particles, and if carried REAP cost-share
amounts into which are tailored to fit local
in excessive
soil, needs. Examples cited include:
streams with eroding
may create a pollution prob- Construction of lagoons, pits,
trenches, other management
lem.
Or pollution may result from systems; vegetated filter
a farm operation that has been strips, impoundments; gradhandled in the same way for ing, shaping, filling, and plant
areas of critical
years with no outward sign of cover for
harm to people or to air, water, erosion.
or land. This Is because some
Three steps are outlined for
types of pollution build upslow- farmers to combat pollution.
ly, finally requiring expensive They should review their farmremedies for control.
ing or ranching operations for
These facts are spelled out in sources of pollution. If the reanew environmental leaflet re- view turns up problems, then
cently received in the Fulton a visit to the County ASCS OfCounty ASCS Office, which dis- fice is in order to discuss poscusses the agricultural pollu- sible solutions. If REAP can
lion problem and explains to provide assistance for remedyfarmers how they can use the ing the pollution problems, a
Rural Environmental Assist- farmer may then file a request
ance Program (REAP) to help for cost-sharing.
control various types of polluCost-share requests are retion.
The leaflet points out that viewed by the County ASC CornREAP, which is administered mittee and if applicable, forlocally by the County Agricul- warded to the SOH Conservatural Stabilization and Con- lion Service, or Forest Servservation Committee, provides ice for technical determinaa system for government- lion of need. Final approval
farmer sharing of the cost of or disapproval of the request
carrying out approved pollution is made by the County ASC Corncontrol practices as well as ap- mittee.
proved soil, water, woodland,
The
leaflet, "Cost-Shared
and wildlife conservation pracPollution Control Practices for
faces. the
their
on
has Onap
mirrored
Agriculture,
prohiemsassohappiness
and
Top): Excitement
with agriculture, like to farmers and Will be furnishfirst
RECC Queen and her rlinner-up paUfor their
interested persons
industry and munici- ed other
and right thosein
a. RECC royalty. Left is runner-up LaDonna Lawson
panties, can affect everyone upon request in Fulton County,
so
be
exBard, who ischairRoy
reports
sometimes
can
and
Aril Queen Ellen Sanger.
pensive to solve that an inch- man of the County ASC Corncompetition
suit
bathing
the
vidual citizen can't afford to mittee.
Middle): The candidates line up in
you call them "beaumakes you know what they mean when
right are Jan White, Cindy
y contests", huh? FIRM left to
Gayle Yates, and L a Dorms
lrown, Ellen Sanger, Susie Carter,

-Avonr-W,

Bottom): Although the oicture was not taken at the RECC
'ingeting, it is still appropriate, since Roy Ward was honored at
itsith the meeting and at a dinner held for him on Fr;day night,
)taly 30. This picture was taken here. Ward retired the next day
Oter completing 30 years with the company. With him is the

Welcome

ltECC manager, Jahn West.

•LATHAM
t

By Mrs. W. C. Morrison

Mr. and Mrs. Murphy Bea of
,
$
eoria, Ill, visited relatives in
presden and Latham last week?nd.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brann received word this week that Mrs.
Morris Brann of Detroit, Mich,
had passed away on July 22,fol)owing a heart attack. The funeral and burial were in Michigan.
!: Sympathy is extended to the
arnily of Manuel Griffith, who
:passed away at the Fulton Hospital last Saturday night after a
.
:hort illness. Survivors include
ifs invalid mother, Mrs. Ola
Griffith, and two brothers, Jack
:and Billy. Funeral services
Were conducted at New Hope
baptist Church on Monday at 2,
:With Rev. Doyle Freeman offi:elating. Jackson Brothers Fumeral Home was in charge of all
:arrangements, with burial in the
ihurch cemetery.
: Mr. and Mrs. Vester Gossett
Steele, Missouri, were visiagrs of Mr. and Mrs. tilyess
Wortch last week.
: Mrs. Izzie Foster from the
itVealcley County Rest Home
;spent the weekend with Ruby
7oster and other relatives in
Latham.
t Dale Cummings has been ill

at his
but is
Job.
Mrs. Cappie Bowlin is visiting relatives and old friends
in the Blooming Grove vicinity
and attending the meeting.
Chess Morrison remains
about the same. His visitors
last week were, Jack Carney,
Robert and Randy Pogue, Mr,
and Mrs. Orven Morrison, Doroll Terrell, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan, Mr. and Mrs.
Bowlin, Mr. and Mrs.
Doyle
Hubert Pfluegher, and Mr. and
Mrs. Bonnie Cummings.

Great cover-up

OFFER!
HUGE 34"x 62"
GIANT CANNON*
BEACH TOWEL

This month only, because
of the Banana Festival.
Twenty-six million American!
are now enrolled in pension
plans.
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rich, deep color.
• Made of soft cotton terrycloth by Cannon*
— exclusively for Sherwin-Williams.
• Colorfast, machine-washable.
• Makes a terrific gift to give to your
family or friends.
• Printed in
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Regular $2.99 value
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Cover it up with A-100

HOUSE PAINT

LATEX HOUSE PAINT
Cover wood, masonry, metal easily with a coat
of A-100. No primer
necessary on sound
painted surfaces.
GALLON
Regular $9.29
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LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

CITY
DRUG

Paint it up with Colonial
FOR WOOD,MASONRY
AND METAL SURFACES

Veterans Aide
Is Coming Here
S, Miles, a Contact Representative of the Bureau of Veterans Affairs, will be present
on Aug. 13, 1971, at the • AmerFulican Legion Home in
ton, Ky,, to assist veterans and
their dependents with claims
for benefits due them as a result of their military service.
He will be present from 9:00
A, M. until 3:00 P. M.

LIMITED SUPPLY

Colonial

—••••••••.'"'"'

Set
Atom
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ton.

from
road

VISITORS AND GUESTS

f

home in Trenton, Fla.,
better and back on his

State Representative Larry
Bates (D-Martin), announced
today that a contract has been
awarded the International Banana Festival by the Tennessee Arts Commission in cooperation with the National Endowment for the Arts.
Representative Bates stated
that the grant will support the
participation of Tennessee artists in the International Banana

Rubber Stamps
For Doctors

Festival August 19 in the South
Fulton-Fulton area.
The artists participating at
the Banana Festival includes,
RICHMOND, Va.
The Singing LeFevre F'amily, Virginia pharmacists are fed
Miss Guerry Matthews, folk up with physicians who don't
musician; and Linda Wilson,
sign their names legibly on preharpist. Bates added that he
scriptions.
was delighted that these TenAt their annual convention
nessee artists will be participating in the Banana Festival this week, they approved a resolution suggesting that doctors
this year.
use rubber Ink stamps as well
as their signatures.
BUY A BOOSTER BUTTON!

Judges for the event were
Miss Linda Arrington, Mrs.
Carroll Hubbard, wife of Senator Carroll Hubbard, and Joe
Wisenberger.
The beauty contest, though,
was not the only high point of
the night.
Bobby Pierce and his fourpiece band provided musical
background and accompaniment
for a Juggling act and a perpoodle routine. The
forming
group also performed several

Roy Bard Says Pollution Not
Always Obvious;Care Is Needed

l
i
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Bates Announces
Festival Support

LATEX HOUSE PAINT
$A69

The easy "cover-up" for your house. All the
advantages of latex
painting at a budget
price.
Regular $5.95
GALLON

SALE ENDING AUGUST 14TH

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
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114 LAKE STREET

City soss Drug
Lake Street

PHONE 472 -2864

Dial 472-1303

One taste is worth to 0words

Enjoy
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gentle bourbon from Kentucky
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES INC BARDSTOWN, NELSON COUNTY, KY.,
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Deaths
Raymond Pewitt

Bert Cashes

Bowling Green College of ComFulton, Ky. Thursday, August 5, 1971 Page 7
in 1929 and received
merce
the master of business adminmoved to the house formerly
istration degree in 1933 from
110 GOOD SPRINGS occupied by the late Caney Hall.
Northwestern University where
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Sympathy is expressecttothe
he held a teaching fellowship.
family of Manuel Griffin, who
He was a professor of acThe revival services at Good ~ed away at Fulton Hospital
counting at the Bowling Green
she received a kidney transof Commerce from Springs came to a close Friday folTowing a short illness. Burial
College
donated
kidney
with a
plant
1933 until the educational in- night with the church greatly was Monday at New Hope Bapby her sister, Barbara.
James Cecil Holland, 68, stitution became a part of West- helped. Six members were add- tist Church.
Visitors in the home of Mr.
When people in her home- founder of the firm of J. C. ern Kentucky University. He ed to the church roll, five by
Piggott, Arkansas, Holland and Co., certified pub- continued as a faculty member baptism and one on statement and Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
town of
Mr.
of faith. Bro. Gayle Barnes, during the weekend were
heard about her and the esti- tic accountants, died early to- there for some time.
Holland was a member of the Wing°, brought the messages and Mrs. Carlos Broach and
mated $50,000 that the opera- day at Vanderbilt Hospital in
Paduof
tion and hospital stay would Nashville where he had been a State Street United Methodist each night, thus assisting the Marilyn and Carolyn
cah and Jennye Broach of HolChurch and at the time of his pastor, Bro. Oren Stover.
cost, the Alice Morrow Kidney patient since July 10.
Rev. and
also
Florida,
returnlywood,
has
offiits
of
Terry DeFreece
He was the brother of W L death was chairman
Fund was born.
JanHolland, former school super- cial board of trustees. He was ed home after visiting with Mrs. James Westbrook and
The word spread from Piga member and past president members of his family in Kings- ice of Humboldt.
intendent here.
gott, to here, and more money
Bruce,
Thomas
Mrs.
Mr. and
several
Funeral services were con- of the Bowling Green Rotary port, Tennessee
was and still is being colleCtMrs. Winnie Cunningham and
ducted at 2:30 p. in. Tuesday Club and was a member of the weeks.
ed by friends of the Morrows.
Evie Mitchell enjoyed dLaMrs.
DubClub.
Woodrow
Mrs.
Country
Green
and
Mr.
Bowling
United
State Street
at the
Although Mrs. Morrow goes
A native of Simpson County, lin, Walled Lake, Michigan. ner at the lake following church
Methodist Church in Bowling
back to Lexington once a week
Green. Burial was in the Fair- he was born September 13, 1902, spent Thursday night with his on Sunday.
for a check-up, and will conDukedom Homemakers invite
at Franklin, the son of James L. sister, Mrs. Eunice Harrison.
view Cemetery.
tinue to do so for the remainto a potHolland was a member of the and Florence Gibson Holland. All went Friday night to visit the entire community
yearS
the
life,
her
der of
of the Citi- On December 29, 1929, he was with Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harri- luck supper at Good Springs
mighty good 110 board of directors
ahead look
Church Tuesday. August 10, at
zens National Bank and was married to Miss Callie Baldwin son and Mark at Fulton.
her — thanks to doctors, a sisand Mrs. Jodie Hedge 7 p. m. Bring a dish and come
of Greenville, Mississippi, who
He
Mr.
was
auditor.
County
Warren
for
ter, and many, many friends.
visited Sunday afternoon with and enjoy your neighbors
a member of the American Ac- survives.
As she herself put it,"Words
Also surviving are two sis- Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Wheeler an hour or two.
Association, the
counting
are inadequate to express the
American Institute of Certified ters, Mrs. W B. Reed and Mrs. at Latham and brought home
appreciation and gratitude for
"In all thy ways acknowledge
Public Accountants, and the Paul Jackson, both of Frank- with them a 30-inch pea grown
a wonderful town and all the
Him and He shall direct thy
Society of CPAs. lin, and his brother, W. L. Hol- by Mrs. Wheeler.
Kentucky
bless
God
people.
wonderful
Mrs. Eunice Harrison has paths." Proverbs 3:6
He was graduated from the land,
all of them."

Mrs. Morrow Feeling J. C. Holland
Fine And As Happy Services Held;

Prominent CPA

After 16 weeks Ma Lexington
Funeral services for Bert hospital, Mrs. Alice Morrow of
Services were held Tuesday,
Dukedom
'79-year-old
Pewitt,
Cashon,
August 3, for Raymond
Hickman has returned home
80, a life-long resident of Ful- resident who died in the Mem- feeling fit as a fiddle and twice
phis Veterans Hospital Satur- as
ton.
happy.
Born December 29, 1890, in day, were held Monday, August
And why not? She has a new
Fulton County, he was the son of 2, at the Jackson Funeral Home kidney and about a thousandHays and Mary Donoho Pewitt, in Dukedom.
and-one new friends.
Cashon, born in Weakley
both deceased. He was retired
According to her daughter,
from the Illinois Central Rail- County on October 17, 1892, Debbie, Mrs. Morrow received
road where he was a stationary had made his home at the Ave "three big boxes of get-well
Maria Nursing Home, Incorengineer.
cards while she was In the hosPewitt was a member ofthe porated, of Memphis for the pital, some from people she
Palestine United Methodist last few years.
didn't even know. They really
Elks Club.
He was a retired farmer kept her going.
Church and the
He is survived by his wife, and a veteran of World War I.
.And the kidney fund—peoPewitt,
Cashon's survivors include
Milner
Mrs. Lure
ple just don't know how much
whom he married in 1913; a two half-sisters, Mrs. Brook- it'll help. Not only will the
son, Edward Pewitt of Fulton; lyn Stone and Mrs. Carl Fos- money be a big help In paying
and a daughter, Mrs. Mary Al- ter, both residing near Duke- the bill, it was also like
a
dom, and four half-brothers, morale-booster to Mother, letbright of Decatur, Texas.
Other survivors include three Jack Cashon of Dresden, Roy ting
people
her know that
sisters, Mrs. Mildred Leonard Cashon of Waxahachie, Texas, really cared about her."
of Dyersburg, Mrs. Roy Moore John Cashon of Baltimore, and
Morrow became ill in
Mrs.
and Mrs. Kelly Browder, both of Wayne Cashon of Kirksey, Ken- January and went to two hosMemphis, three brothers, Har- tucky.
pitals before finally "settlin'
Rev. Henry Davis officiated down" in Lexington. There,
vey Pewitt and Robert Pewitt,
both of Fulton, and Paul Pewitt at the funeral, and interment when it became apparent that
of Dallas, Texas, five grand- was in the Good Springs Ceme- her kidneys would not function.
children, and ten great-grand- tery.
_
children.
A brother, Eugene Pewitt,
preceded him in death.
William J. Tuffield, Fulton
Pewitt died in the Haws Meat
morial Nursing Home Monday resident, was found dead
following an extended illness. his home on Park Road, TuesHis funeral was held at the day, July 27. Coroner Don Chain
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel ney said Mr. Tuffield died
with Rev. Danny Underwood and his sleep from natural causes.
daughtwo
He is survived by
Rev. William G. Adams offiters, one son, one step-son,
ciating.
grandchildren, four
seven
GreenInterment was in the
great-grandchildren, none of
lea Cemetery.
whom live in the Fulton area.
Services were held at 10:00
a. m. Friday, July 30, at the
Funeral
Hopkins and Brown
Manuel Griffith, a Palmers- Home in Wingo with Bro. HarFulton
the
in
died
officiating.
farmer,
vine
vey Lynn Elder
Hospital Saturday, July 31, fol- Burial was in Rozzell Chapel
lowing a long illness.
Cemetery.
Born near Palmersville May
10, 1920, he was the son of the
late John and Lola Griffith.
Leeo Clement Reed, a Fulton
He was 51.
Survivors include two broth- truck driver and resident of
ers, Jack and Billy D. Griffith, 417 Maple Avenue, died at 945
a. m. Friday, July 30, at his
both near Palmersville.
Services were held at 2 p.m. home. He was 66.
Born March 25, 1405 in WeakMonday, August 2, at the New
Hope Baptist Church with Rev. ley County, Tennessee, he was
officiating.
son of the late Wesley Neal
the
Freeman
Doyle
Burial followed in the church and Ida Hicks Reed. He had been
a resident of Fulton for the past
cemetery.
Jackson Funeral Home was 32 years.
arSurvivors include his wife,
funeral
in charge of the
the former Hattie Todd; two
rangements.
and
sons, Harold Lee Reed
Edward Glenn Reed, both of
grandtwo
Sterling, Colorado;
Linda and Edna
Mrs. Annie Box Parker, '78, daughters,
Russell
died at Obion County General Reed; two grandsons,
Reed of Sterling,
Hospital in Union City, Thurs- and Kenneth
A sister, Mrs.
day, July 29, at 7 a. in. She Colorado.
Blanche Laws of Albuquerque,
lived near Harris Station.
sufv1Ves. A
••••••••
a
it
had heed Is,New Mexico, also
MI% 01/•-•••
Mrip_ Par
•tfaiggerriar4 Pfar4".
elafe
ntire
611.00tlaKAltirt• kir*:
death.
the exception of the last few Ceded him In
Services were held Sunday,
her
months, when she made
2 p. m. at Hornhome with her daughter, Mrs. August 1, at
Chapel with
S. T. Black, Martin, Route 4. beak Funeral Home
officiating.
She was born in Obion County, Rev. James Best
Branch
Sandy
in
was
which Jesus
January 22, 1893, the daughter Interment
PALESTINE CANA—The well from which the water was taken
(
Cemetery.
of the late Charles Box and
wedding feast. A: 1932 photogrsph showing Palesthe
at
wine
ino
turned
Mary Jane Hester Box. She was
tinian* as they are today.
a Baptist.
— ROUTE THREE
Survivors include two daughMrs. Aline Williams
ters, Mrs. Black, Martin, and
Mrs. John Lewis Wagster,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
Campbellsville, Kentucky; five
grandchildren, four g r ea t- have their son-in-law and
and Mrs. Bill
He was endowed, that He might pergrandchildren, and one brother, daughter, Mr.
T has been given to all ages to wonder
Varidy of Lincoln Park, Mich.
Dave Box of Union City.
form miracles on this mundane earth.
vacation with
at the miracles He wrought, turning
Services were held at 10:30 spending their
them.
at
31,
July
a. in. Saturday,
He is ever to he revered and beloved as
water to wine, and finding bread where
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
White-Ranson Funeral Home in
the Son of God. Let us worship him
Union City with interment in and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Varidy
there was naught. Even in this age
dinner at Kentucky
enjoyed
Eastview Cemetery there.
and all days in the Church
today
Lake Saturday.
urge
when the marvels of machinery
Mr. and Mrs, Jewel Williams
is
consecrated the beauty of His
where
have sold their farm to Mr.
us to material achievement we cannot
and Mrs. Melvin Harrison of
News From Our
the greatness of His deeds.
and
words
comprehend the power with which
Chicago.
of
grandson
French,
Wendell
Boys In The
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French,
Is here from Oklahoma visiting his relatives for a couple
of weeks.
Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
French of Cairo, Ill. visited
FRANKFURT, Germany —
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French.
L.
First Lieutenant Stephen
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead
Royce
Dyer, son of Mr.and Mrs.
few lonely days this
had a
Hickman,
1,
Route
of
L. Dyer
week as Judy, Debbie, Walter
Ky., has deployed with his Dyess and Mikel were visiting their
AFB, Tex., squadron for tem- brother and family in Alabama.
porary duty at Rhein-Main AB,
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn French
Germany.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Lieutenant Dyer is a pilot French a while Sunday night.
Those visiting us this week
with the 347th Tactical Airlift
Squadron, a component of the were Mrs. Martha Lou Kindred,
Tactical Air Command (TAC). Mrs. Pauline Kindred, Mrs.
Mr.and Mrs.
rotated, Glenn Underwood,
Such TAC units are
Fred Nabors, Mr. and Mrs.
basis,
generally on a 60-day
French, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence
to mainto overseas locations
Henson Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
flexibility
tain a high degree of
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
readiness. Chester
operational
and
Dockrey Webb, Mr. and Mrs.
them.
combat- Burett Ross, Mr. and Mrs. MarPersonnel of the
firms . The nicest way to thank them IS to patronize
seasoned 947th operating C- tin Givens, Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited
Ross
Mrs.
and
Mr.
will
Williams,
transports,
Hercules
190
provide airlift for U. S. armed Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Revel
forces, resupply U. S. embas- Moody, Rodger Joe Williams,
Fulton Electric System
sies and support NATO train- Ricky Hopkins, Neal Jones, and
E. W. James and Sons
M & B Gulf Station
ing exercises while in the Euro- Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis and
Fulton, Kentucky
Liberty Super Market
pean theater. The TAC unit son, Chad Everett.
SUPERMARKETS
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472-1362
305 Main Street
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis and
has served similar duty in the
South Fulton, Tennessee
471.9666
Union City
South Fulton
Hickman
Kentucky Ave, at Reed
Western Pacific area, includ- son, Mrs. Wilma Lewis and
Tammy visited Mr. and Mrs.
ing Vietnam.
The lieutenant, a 1965 gradu- Bill Workman, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lewis
ate of Fulton County High
School, received his B. S. de- had a fish supper Friday night
with
several attending. We were
gree in c hemistry and his comCompliments of
Fulton
mission from the U. S. Air Included and everyone surely
Bank
The
Citizen's
E.
Hickman-Fulton
C.
R.
C.
meal.
the
enjoyed
delicious
Bank
1969.
In
Fulton
Force Academy
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Make our bank your bank
"Live Better Electrically"
THE FRIENDLY RANK
472-1471
Fulton
Kentucky Ave.
2.34-2655
Hickman, Ky.
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Manuel Griffith

Leeo Clement Reed

Annie Box Parker
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Greenfield Monument— Works
— In Operation 68 Years

Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers

Greenfield

Felton

Phone 235-2293

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Stre..'
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-1153
IITY, KY..

11.

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

472.012

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store--or at your door
Fulton, Ky.

472.3311

Henry I. Siegel Company. Ise.
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Henry Edwards Truddng Co.
MC494,1
Clinloes, Ky.
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Bates Urges
Airport On
State Line

Two Fulton Youths Held To
Grand Jury On Drug Charges
Two Fulton youths, Jackie Pewitt, 20, and
Jim Williams, 19, were found guilty of illegal possession of alcohol and fined $38.50 each and were
bound over to await action of the September term
of the grand jury on a charge of possession of
marijuana.
At a hearing held today at
Hickman, Fulton County Judge
James Menees bound over the
youths to the grand jury.
Hearings for the other five
persons arrested following a
raid on a Fulton farm were
postponed to next week.
Johnny Guy, 20, will appear
at a hearing Monday, while his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Guy, Fulton Rt. 5, and Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Pewitt, Fulton, will
appear at a Wednesday hearing.
The juveniles involved in the
incident will also appear at the
Wednesday hearing.
Drugs, including marijuana
and LSD, and alcohol, were
confiscated in a raid on a converted smokehouse July 20 on
the Guy Farm about five miles
NEWTON RESIGNS
Lynn Newton, Fulton Country Club pro fur two years, has
resigned from tus pootion for a
job st the Ma3'fi0 Golf and
Country Club.

State Representative Larry
Bates(D-Martin) today endorsed the plan of Kentucky State
Senator Carroll Hubbardtosecure a commercial airport on
the Tennessee-Kentucky State
line to serve the Northwest Tennessee and Western Kentucky
area.
Representative Bates, who
represents Lake, Obion and
Weakley Counties in the Tennessee House of Representatives, said, "As long as part
of it is in each state, both states
could share in the cost and in
the benefits." Bates alsonoted
that the absence of readily
available air transportation to
this area is one of our most
serious obstacles to further
development. He suggested that
other Tennessee and Kentucky
legislators endorse the proposal and seek the assistance
of Tennessee and Kentucky's
governors, congressmen, and
aeronautics commissions.

4

west of here.
' Mr. and Mrs. Guy and Mr.
and Mrs. Pewitt, are charged
with contributing to deliquency
of a minor, while the Charges
against Johnny Guy is possession of dangerous drugs.
Five youths were arrested in
early morning raids at a smokehouse according to police reports, where Johnny Guy and
two male juveniles were taken
into custody.
Officers waited inside the
smokehouse, and arrested Williams and Pewitt when the two
drove up to the smokehouse.
The officers confiscated drugs,
later proved to be marijuana
and LSD, and alcoholic beverages. They also found several
hypodermic syringes and considerable evidence of gluesniffing in the smokehouse.
The arresting officers were
State Police Detective Joe Hill,
Trooper Harold Dacus, and
Commonwealth Detective Milford Jobe.

1

ad.

NEW OWNERS: Paul S. Billings (center) extends a goodbye to Gaylon Rushing (left), as Mrs.
Billings looks on. Rushing has sold his "Happy Day Professional Cleaners" business to the
Billings', who assumed operations August 1st, A Memphian, Billings is a former football star at
Ole Miss, playing on the team for four years as a fullback. Mrs. Billings Is du former
Marcelyne Naylor of Hickman. They hays moved here from Memphis.

Stolen Auto Is
Located Burned
A 1970 Volkswagen stolen
from radio station WENK in
Union City Sunday morning was
found burned Sunday afternoon
on the Old McConnell Road.
The interior of the car, owned by Mrs. Howard Moore, had
been completely ruined by the
fire. The exterior was also
damaged.

Workshop At
Murray Helps
Young Artists

MURRAY, Ky.—Murray State
University, known for excellence in its art studies program, held its 11th annual
High School Honors Art Workshop on campus this month.
Attended by 88 students in
two separate workshops (July
5-16 and July 10-30), the program focused on painting and
drawing classes for promising
high school students. The students were chosen on their
ability, interest and a recomhigh
mendation from their
school art teacher.
Murray has no problem with
recruiting students for the highJerry Lee Lewis and Hank ly regarded seminars.
Williams Jr. will be the featur"Everyone knows about the
ed performers in the 1971 Ken- workshop even before they ret uc ky State Fair Country- ceive the brochure," said Dr.
Western Music Spectacular, Richard Jackson, workshop diSaturday, August 28 at 3:30 rector. "We have a terrible
and 8.30 P. M.
time narrowing it down to about
Lewis' fame as a recording 45 students a session." The
star skyrocketed with "Whole school has been attended by stuLott a Shakin' Going On" and he dents from all over the United
has remained on top with"Great States and several other counBalls of Fire," "What Made tries.
Milwaukee Famous," "TouchGrants for the workshop
ing Home," "Wattin' For A cover the cost of tuition and
Train" and many others.
art supplies. Students pay
Hank Williams, Jr., has es- their own room and board. At
caped from his father's shadow the conclusion of the workshop
- •6
and is now recognized for his the university
awards to each
own individual talents as a session's
most outstanding
writer and performer. His hits student a
scholarship for the
Linda Wilson, one of Mid-South's most accomplished harpists, include "Raining In My Heart," following fall semester.
"It's All Over But The Crying,"
Friday
on
Fiesta
Music
is set up to
workshop
The
Inter-American
the
at
will perform
and "I Was With Red Foley
introduce the student tothe colafternoon, August 13 at 2 o'clock. The program is free to the (The Night He Passed Away)" lege art study atmosphere. And
which he wrote and recorded. Jackson
public. (Story on Page 1).
tries to help the stuAppearing with Lewis and
dents make a definite decision
Williams will be Lois Johnabout their future.
son, Lamar Morris, Merle
SUNDAY GUESTS
"It's just as important to
Kilgore, The Duke of Paducah,
Dacus,
decide that an art career is not
Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
and The Cheatin' Hearts.
and
for
you as it is that one is,"
Hillyer
Pam and Doug
Tickets for the show, preRonnie Phelps all of Gilberts- sented by the Kentucky State said Jackson. "We treat them
vile and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Fair and William H. King En- no differently from college stuThe school bells will soon be Haley, Mr. and Mrs. Lacey terprises, are $3.50 and $2,50 dents. They learn more herein
ringing for Fulton County Roberts of Calvert City, Mr. with children 12 and under half two weeks than they do in six
months in high school."
pupils. The Fulton County and Mrs Carl Arrington of
ice.
Demonstrations are given to
Health Department wishes to Union City, Derrill MeAiitter
the students by art instructors
stress the importance of all and Harold Dacus were Sunday
on new techniques and equipchildren receiving the required guests of Mrs. Mary Arrington
ment in art."We want to broadimmunizations making tnem and Miss Linda Arrington
their range of experience
en
school.
eligible to enroll in
and let them know what is going
(Continued from Page One)
Certain immunizations are
REVIVAL
GROVE
OAK
on," said Dennis Voss, a gradurequired by the state before a
Fenwick, Charles R. Bennett, ate assistant in art. "It is imA revival NOM be held at the
child will be allowed to enroll,
Armstrong,
"Dick"
Richard
Ctrist
portant for them to keep up so
He will need a certificate from Oak Grove Church of
Thelma Lester, and Paul Kas- they can make a vocational dea physician or the county health August 8-15. Services v.41.1 be
now.
cision."
department stating that he has held each evening at 7:45.
Students seem to thrive on
been immunized against diphThe offices of mayor and potheria, tetanus, polio, measles
lice Judge are not to be decided the workshop and many return
MT. CARMEL REVIVAL
Mur r ay for their college
to
and smallpox.
this year.
Revival services will continue
work. "We get 60 per cent of
Each Tuesday is regular
Mt.
the
Deadline for filing was at the our best art students from the
clinic day at the Fulton Health throug'h August 7 at
Departments. Please bring Carmel Baptist Churrii. They close of County Clerk Dee workshops," Jackson said.
Rev.
on
working day
night.
Langford's
Sunday
Ben Rogers, a senior from
your children in as early as began
James Best is the evangelist Thursday, August 11, at 4 p.m. Glasgow who took part in the
possible on Tuesday.
second session, said he feels
the atmosphere of the workshop is the most commendable
feature of the program. "You
can come and go as you please,
you have an open schedule and
the only real pressure you feel
it your own," he noted. "And
that's the way it should be."

State Fair
To Feature
Big Show

Ii

Parents Asked To
Immunize Children

Record

Fulton, Ky.

Federal and State aid could
be secured to build the airport,
Representative Bates said. He
pointed out that the ClarksvilleHopkinsville airport is an example of an airport that straddles the State line and gets
assistance from both states.
Bates further added that a joint
committee from both states
should be appointed in the near
John Mack Carter of Bronx- future to begin the investigavine, N. Y., editor and pub- tion of the possibilities of such
lisher of Ladles' Home Jour- an airport.
nal, will return to his hometown of Murray to deliver the
commencement address for
summer graduation exercises
University
at Murray State
Aug. 6.
ceremonies will begin at 3
p. m. in the university auditorium. A total of 582 students
have applied for degrees—including 273 for bachelor's and
309 for master's.
Candidates for graduation
from both the regular summer
term, which ends on the commencement date, and the threeweek inter-session Aug. 9-27
will participate in the exercises.
Honorary doctoral degrees
will be conferred upon Carter
and John Paul Hogan of Bartlesville, Okla., section manager
in the Research Division of
Phillips Petroleum, during the
program.

Journal Editor To
Speak At Murray

Louisville In
Salute To Arts
Plans are being formulated
for a statewide Salute to the
Arts in Downtown Louisville,
September 12-19.
The eighth annual Salute,
which previously has been restricted to honoring artists in
the Louisville area, has undergone vast changes since its inception in 1964. Early salutes
included exhibits by artists on
display in downtown store windows and a kickoff concert by
the Louisville Orchestra featuring a nationally recognized
soloist or conductor. But increase in interest topaytribtxte
to all the talented in Kentucky
has led to this year's expansion
in the week-long festivities.
The 1971 Salute to the Arts
will move to the sidewalks with
exhibits, demonstrations and
the sale of art with the artist
in attendance. The event is expected to draw enthusiasts
from a 300-mile radiusto enjoy such works of art as painting, sculpture, enameling,
weaving, ceramics, jewelry,
woodcarving,
candlemakbig,
stitchery, stained glass and
glass blowing and decoupage
(to name a few) as well as
entertainment by all the performing arts.
For further information concerning participation In the
Salute to the Arts or a program of scheduled events, contact:
Sherrie R. Miller
. 310 West Liberty
*/'• Louisville, Kentucky 40202
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Murray's Summer Enrollment
Al All-Time High, Gantt Says

'Joe ot
set meas
a year al
poor hei
feet from
Regina (!

MURRAY, Ky.—An all-time there.
Looking ahead to the unirecord number of students are
enrolled for the summer term versity's fall enrollment, tobe
first under the new accelthe
University,
State
Murray
at
semester schedule,
Wilson Gantt, registrar and erated
dean of admissions, has re- Gantt said that a number of
carefull
vealed.
factors
An official tabulation of the carefully-considered
summer enrollment shows 3,- Indicate that a decline of 2 to 3
expected.
311 full and part-time students per cent can be
in classes at the university for Should this be the case, it
third
the
be
would
consecutive
the eight-week session, which
ends August 6. This is an in- year in which the university
crease of 109, or 3 per cent, has experienced a drop in its
over the 1970 summer enroll- fall enrollment.
ment, also an all-time record
Another major factor expecthigh.
ed to affect the fall enrollThe 1971 summer increase ment, Gantt said, is the reis in the number of graduate placement of the 1,798-memstudents enrolled, Gantt noted, ber senior class, the largest
pointing out that there are 1,- in the history of the univer314 graduate students on the sity, graduated during the 1970campus this summer, as com- 71 school year.
pared with 1,149 last summer. "This is slightly more than
This is an increase of 165. 10 per cent of the total numThe 1971 summer undergrad- ber of degrees conferred by
uate students enrolled total the university throughout its
1,997, some 56 students less existence," he said.
A breakdown of the univerthan the number enrolled during the summer of 1970, he sity's total degrees conferred shows 14,918 bachelor's
said.
Among the 3,311 present degrees awarded, 2,726 massummer term students at Mur- ter's degrees and 448 assoray are 2,675 residents of ciate degrees conferred for a
Kentucky, 614 from out-of- total of 17,692 since the unifounding in 1922.
state and 22 from foreign coun- versity's
tries. This represents a signifFULTON VISITORS
icant increase of 153 KentuckiMr. and Mrs. Robert Hoeft
ans over the 2,522 who were
on the campus during the sum- and daughters are visiting her
mer of 1970 when 661out-of- parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
state students and 19 from Covington. The Hoeft's are from
foreign countries were also Dexter, Michigan.

71117
,
171t

AT 4-H CAMP—A group of Pullen County &Wars, extension agents and several camp staff
members are shown here during their stay at 4-H Club Camp near Dawson Springs. Pictiir-sid
are (from left, front) Mrs. Abe Thompson, home agent; Jim Williams, Janet Adams, junior
counselor, and Jimmy Simmons,•nd (middle row) Jean Turner, junior counselor; Lou Ann
Turner, Cindy Adams, Mary McClerkin and Letiti Westbrook, and (back) Garrott Lyons, KentJcky Utilities Company 4-H electric counselor; John Watts, county agent, and John Williams.
KU farm service adviser.
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Between Martin & Union City
WED. - THURS.. FRI.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

•
A PARTY AFFAIR—State Representative Ralph Ed Graves of Bardwell
(center) this week announced his support for Wendell Ford for Governor
and Julian Carroll for Lt. Governor
In the November general election.
Shown with Carroll (left) and Ford
(right) at a recent "party unity meeting in Frankfort, the Bardwell leg-

islator said "I look forward to serving in the Legislature with a Democratic administration. A win will not
be easy because of the money and
power Gov. Nunn has to pass around-but we Democrats have the votes and
the willingness to work hard enough
to get the voters to go to the polls-and that is what it takes to win."

The News takes pleasure in
wishing the following friends
"Happy Birthday": Mrs. Bessie Green, Mrs. Sonny Puckett,
August 5; Mrs. Jo Scruggs,
Connie Andrews, August F;
Chad Argo, Deborah Beard,
Joy Jones, Mrs. Wilbert Vetter, August 7; Lester Brown,
Dee Ann Hamra, Carmen
Weaks Moore, Lois Huffine,
August 8; Mrs. Pollsy Beggs,
Jim Williams, Lee Am Reams,
AIMISt 9: Alma Green, John
Henson, Jr., DeWitt Matthews,
Susan Maynard, August 10;
Bab Binford, Brenda Barter
Shepherd, Larry Faulkner,
Ruth Speights, David Glyn
Puckett, David Easterwood,
Mrs. Ruth Scott, Steve Walker,
August 11.
RETURNS HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lamb
have returned from a short visit
with her sister, Mrs. Inns Lou,
hi Jsckson, Tennessee
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One ot every two children who
get measles will, for as long as
a year afterward, tend to be in
poor health and measure five
feet from tail to whiskers..
Regina (Sask.) Leader-Post.
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Waterfield On
Committee For
Revenue Share
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has named
a bipartisan 11-member committee of present and former
officials to provide liaison with
Kentucky's congressional delegation during debate on federal
revenue-sharing proposals.
Former Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield, a Democrat, and
Ralph A. Homan, Lawrencenag, a Republican, will serve
as co-chairmen of the panel to
study details of President Nixon's
revenue-sharing plan
along with alternative bills,
and advise Kentucky congressmen on needs of the state and
cities.
The governor's committee
will consult on passage of revenue-sharing proposals in the
areas of law enforcement, manpower, urban and rural community development, transportation and education.
Governor Nunn noted that expanding services for an expanding population has caught the
state and cities with too few
sources of revenue.
"While federal revenue
sharing may provide an answer, it is imperative we have
local input as we consider legislation that will affect us all,"
he said.
Others named to the committee are Louisville Mayor
Frank Burke, Jefferson County
Judge Todd Hollenbach, Fayette
County Judge Robert Stephens,
Lexington Mayor Charles Wylie, Morehead Mayor William
Lane. Paducah Mayor Robert
Cherry, alloway county Tudge
Robert Miller and Dr. William
C. Huffman and Mason Rudd,
both of Louisville.
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The American
Red Cross.

FLI.TON. KENTUCKY

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Former Griv. Bert T. Combs sat
by the side of Lt. Gov. Wendell
Ford at a Democratic rally here
Wednesday night and pledged to
help the Democratic ticket in
this fall's elections.
Combs, who was defeated by
Ford for the Democratic nomination for governor in a bitter
primary race this spring, said,
"I:ve never been able to afford
the luxury of bitterness or holding a grudge, and I don't think
this is the philosophy of the
Democratic Party."
The former governor added,
''This election is more important
than any one individual or any
>ne group."
Ford, in turn, warmly praiser'
Combs at the standing-room.
only 3rd Congressional District
Democratic rally. "Hp(Combs)
was a great governor. He made
great progress. He had innovas
tive programs."
Combs' appearance at the
rally was viewed as politically
significant in that the Kentucky
GOP has hoped for a division
Of Combs Democrats and Ford
Democrats.
Combs noted that much na•

Barbecue

tional political attention is focused on Kentucky's gubernatorial election because it is the
only such two-party contest in
the nation this year.
"If by some misfortune Ken-.
tucky should go Republican, It
would be a strong step in support of the election of a Republican president (in 1972)" Combs
said. "I and all my friends are
going to do all we can to prevent that.
"We are 2 to 1 Democratic in
Kentucky, and there's no reason
why this state shouldn't go Dem-.
ocratic, and I am confident add
I predict it will go Democratic."
House Speaker Julian Carroll,
D-Paaucan, the Demo cratic
nominee for lieutenant governor
and Combs' running mite dur-

Chandler
Calls For
Lottery

CLIP THESE COUPONS

ing the primary, delivered a
fiery oration criticizing the Republicans.
"Louie Nunn is one of the
meanest, orneriest Republicans
you ever saw in your life and
don't you think for a mement
he's going to be a pushover,"
Carroll said. "He's serious
about naming his successor."
Ford also heaped coal on the
heads of the Republicans, asserting that the state GOP "is
going to spend 95 million the
current election." Ford said the
spending would be futile because
"Kentuckians are not for sale."
Fora said the 3rd District rally "is the first of a series of
meetings we plan all across
Kentucky in the next few
weeks."

Ray's Big Burger 4k
A ramify-Restaurant

11111111:0111IM

Il '

Wednesday and Thursday August 4 - 5

5- HAMBURGERS - - 99c
(With This Coupon)

Burger Bar West State Line at College
FULTON, KY.
(Regular price without coupon)
‘10w,iiipm10104401114AW0h40,9,40Agobiii0106";10,y/011W6iloyo

CEIZEOICIEEM

Honeycomb Poses 30
'Stinging' Problems
PORT ARTHUR, Tex.
— The Richard Krumunels have
a collector's shop which collected one thing that really stung
them good.
After discovering a swarm of
bees hanging around their shop,
the Krummels called in a friend
to eradicate the pests.
The friend sawed into a back
wall and found a honeycomb
which measured six to seven
feet long. The friend suffered
about 30 stings in the process.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
Former Gov. A. B. Chandler
proposed Wednesday k state lottery as an alternatiNJ to more
taxation.
Chandler, in a speech before
the Fayette County Aar Association, said his lottery plan
would be patterned after the
New Jersey state lottery.
Chandler, running on the Com-',

Wednesday and Thursday August 4 - 5

4- CHEESEBURGERS
(With This Coupon)

Burger Bar West Slate Line at College
FULTON, KY.
(Regular price without coupon)

urger
WEST STATE LINE AT COLLEGE

MUST WHITE SALE
SHEETS

FOR TAX ASSESSOR

PERMANENT PRESS
50% COTTON — 50% POLYESTER
72x104 FLAT OR TWIN FIT
Needs no ironing. Machine
wash, tumble dry. Stays softer.
smoother, wrinkle free.
81x104 FLAT or FULL FIT
2.76
42x36 ctiES, Pair
1.38

236
8Ix104 FLAT
OR
TWIN FITTED

••
•

178

72x104 FLAT
OR
TWIN FITTED

297
42x36
PILLOW CASES
PAIR

FALL PATTERNS!
Mix & Match Doable Knits

Prints$6 yd. Solids$5 yd.
615
Broadway
Street

100% COTTON
81x99 FLAT FULL Stock up and save on fine closely woven white sheets. Extra
durable. Fully guaranteed.
72x108 FLAT or TWIN FIT
1.64
8Ix108 FLAT or FULL FIT
1.78
42x36 CASES. Pair
.87

155

PERMANENT PRESS

LADY MARGARET PERCALE
50% COTTON — 50% POLYESTER
72x104 FLAT or TWIN FIT
2.39
81x104 FLAT or FULL FIT
3.32
42x36 CASES, Pair
1.71

54" KNIT AND TUCK
$1.59 Yard
New Fall Colors! Good Variety!

WRSCUS®

FULTON, RT.

RALPH
PUCKETT

NNW MUSLIN

PERMANENT PRESS

or

VOTE AND SUPPORT

AND PILLOWCASES

BEAUTIFUL BONNIE COLORS

99c

.„.:..,.

Inonwealth Party ticket for
NOW IS THE TIME
third term as governor, attackFOR YOUR
ed government organization and
(loll roads along with taxes.
He called for a reorganization
state goverument. "There hal
leen no reorganization of goyHunting Season
ortunent offices and structure
Is Just Around
'ince our first adminIstrateion
id so in 1936," he said
The Corner.
,Only one of Kentcky's toil
—
Expert
Gurnm
At
'bads is paying Its own way;
Oiandler said. "And when the Reasonable Prices.
litwork is completed Kentucky
Railroad Salsa**
Iffil have the longest network ot
Stilton, Ky.
11,ads on which you pay to drive,
. Lake St.
If anywhere in the country.'

Gun Repair!

GOLDEN BROWN

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, AUGUST 5._ 1971

Combs Joins Ford At Rally

FRIED CHICKEN

ANS DRUG CO

• staff
IYctr
Junkie
ou Ann
a, Ken-

G

South
Fulton
Twin.

* MARRIED, Two Daughters

* Korean War Veteran
*Graduate of Murray State
* Member, Obion County Farm Bureau
* Experienced Businessman, dealitg
primarily with Farmers
* Member, Obion County Quarterly
Court five years
* Charter member, South Fulton
. Kiwanis Club
* Member, Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce
*Past Member, Jaycees
* President, Twin-City Youth
Summer Baseball Program
* Chairman, Country Music Show,
International Banana Festival
* Taught in the Public Schools
* Son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett Sr.
* A Member of the United Methodist
Church

THERE ARE MANY INEQUITIES EXISTING WHICH INCLUDE VALUES BEING
OUT OF LINE AND MANY DESCRIPTIONS WRONG, WHICH WERE MADE
BY THE OUT-OF-STATE APPRAISERS, THAT NEED TO BE CORRECTED.
ASK FOR AND WILL DEEPLY APPRECIATE .YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE IN
MY BEHALF AS A CANDIDATE FOR THE OFFICE OF ASSESSOR OF PROPERTY.:
VOTE AND ELECT RALPH PUCKETT

OBION COUNTY
TAX ASSESSOR
Pald for by Obion County friends of'Ralph Puckett

Fulton, Ky.
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Program
Into Swing

CRENSHAW'S'
FULT0IfilitiUNT

Before you know it August 12 will be here
and the three-day long Ninth Annual International Banana Festival will be in full sway with
a highly seasoned menu of events flavored with
Latin-American fiestas and North American potpourri.
It's going to be a riot of jam-packed fun and
if you're young enough to have a lot of fun, and
old enough to want to try, you'd better get in the
swing of the best banana flavored fiesta of them
all. ,
Through the generous cooperation of the
Kentucky and Tennessee Arts Commissions a
fantastic array of talent and exhibits are coming
here, top among them being "The Doodletown
Pipers, that famous singing group that makes
thbir appearance a standing room occasion
wherever they appear.
With zest and flair, the 12
yofpng singers of the Doodle
Town Pipers will headline Friday's activities in the festival.
Backed by four swinging musicians, the youngsters guarantee
to -"entertain and appeal to all
ages," as the Las Vegas Sun
newspaper says.
They have been on a variety
of television shows and are
now appearing in six of their
own one-hour specials,"Here
Come the Doodle Town Pipers."
Another group with as much
impact is the Exiles, a rock
band which has toured with the
Guess Who in the last year. They
will be performing Wednesday

:leacher

=Surplus
To Continue

300 WEST STATE UNE
FULTON KENTUCKY
I

1

1

II

Vaseline

night.
The group plays a few of their

own compositions and many of
the ones by the leading names

BRAND

on the top ten charts — Sly
Stone's songs (of Sly and the
Family Stone), the
Beatles'
famous hits, and the new"Jesus
Christ-Superstar" release.
Appealing to country -western
tastes will be the "little girl
with a big talent," Peggy Sue,

INTENSIVE CARE
LOTION

FRYE
FRYE

She will be one of the perfortners at the bigcountry and west-

15-oz. With Dispenser

ern show on the last night of
the festival.
Peggy was born in Paintsvine, Kentucky and is a sister
to the famous Loretta Lynn.She
has appeared with some of the
greats, and her 1969 record,
"Pm Dynamite," is still a favorite with many of her fans.
Appearing on the same bill
with her will be Sonny Wright,
a tall, handsome, boy -next-door
type with a
baritone voice.
He grew up on a farm and
Ilistened to the "Grand Ole
Opry," dreaming himself of
some day being a performer
in country music. Todiy he
tours the country again and
again, playing for his many
fans.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
— A
state Department of Education
official predicts that Kentucky's
teacher surplus will continue indefinitely.
For the past 10 years, says
Dr. Sidney Simandle, the number of teachers being graduated
LINCOLN
has exceeded the number of
The state Department of Fijobs available but the surplus nance has closed a deal for
purchase of the Mary Todd
was absorbed by other states.
Mmandle, director of the Lincoln Home in Lexington for
Teacher Education and Certifi- $12,000. The structure, built in
catipp .Division,.,said the state 1818, will be dismantled, brick
ntob is producing about 6,000 by brick, and reoonistructed at
Waveband, near Lexington, as
tairs a year for a KuMucky
aetate shrine.
ret of about 2,500 jobs.
Re says his office last year
fcMed that many of the 500 un- Exports Dues To Rise
employed Kentucky teachers on
NEW DELHI — India's exa placement list eventually went ports In fiscal 1971 are expected
to work as ushers, clerks and to reach $2 billion, compared
used-car salesmen. Of the 500, with $1.8 billion a year earlier.
only about 100 finally were hired
as teachers, he added.
Simandle said he expects the
unemployment figure to be larger this year, with perhaps 1,000
teachers being listed on the
*cement list.
• "I don't see much opportunity
for It to let up in the next year.
Ur* Seemeed
Wiwi'," he adds.
Jilmandle says several devel- .
g v
I
opments might ease the state
4r
teacher surplus, including a gen- W IZ20
eial economic upturn which
Be ready tor the seism
would make more money availat Sears low price
able.
He also pointed out that a
change in Kentucky's teacher
BEARE ROEBUCK AND OD
retirement system soon will allow teachers with 30 years ex303 Broadway
perience to retire regardless of
SOUTH FULTON
age, and be expects many will,
PHONE 4794420
thus opening jobs.

Shotgun
Shells
in stodt
99

FRYE

Special ___ 97c

LEGS
BREA
TRIG

CALF

LIN
I)

FREEZER
ONTAINERS
/
2 gal.
Pkg. of 3-1
VisT4' Pkg. of 6-qt. size

quality and such a
low, low price

Pkg. of 10-pint size

PY-0-6

MIX
TRAIL

DOG
RURAL

MAIL BOX
U.S. POSTMASTIR APPROVW
Aluminum enamel finish
mail box. Rugged construction. Withstands all
types of weather. Pest
not included.

HYGRADE
REFINED

MOTOR
OIL

Sears

QUAKER STATE
R.D. or REG.

3516 Quart

STEM
SAN

figa
Re,

STE1

,

NE6 JUN'

TO
STEEL

Aktolt

•

POT
PINK
SAL
KING
5TH

Lookin' for ways
to make more
money from cattle
on pasture?
Control flies, worms and foot rot with

FLY-CONTROL
BLOCKS

STOCKADE

They're
•Palatable and Nutritious
•Safe and Easy to Feed
•Convenient and Economical
•SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
"Put an end to pesky horn and face flies and at
the same time let your cattle pick up extra daily
gains of up to 2/3 lb. per head per day."
Order a supply of STOCKADE Fly Control now.

Browder Willing Co.; Inc.
Fulton. Ky.

Dial 472-1300

Your STOCKADE Headquarters
•

10,000 MIIES
SAIISIACTION GUARANTEED

1 - snap out conical, 1 ..reast base, 1 -1 Mi"
die. 5 It most, 4 . 314" weed screw
steed off, 1 - Mast
elf, 30' 300 ohm
Um.

stated
For Black and
White or Color
$19.95

927
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Fulton, Ky.

WIRItlaSIWING MAXI•SAVING

IONirsfirci
CZ-01
0
We Take • •e In Our Meat. We Offer The Best Choice,The Best
Quality. The Best service. We Invite You To Compare. We Guarantee Every Purchase. If You Don't Find What You Want, Tell
US And We'll Get It.
)411WW.11.111=1"04MMO.IMMINIMION

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

WHOLE

Lb.

FRYERS
2
7i

I UNeiiiitTATS
39t

SIRLOIN STEAK

P & P BOLOGNA
BEEF & BACON
LIVER CHEESE
PEPPER LOAF
SPICED LUNCHEON SOUCE

EACH
6 oz.
PKG.

LIMIT 4
c
F3 99

FRYERS CUT-UP

Lb. 33c
Lb. 33c

FRYERS HALVES

LEGS

Lb. 69c
Lb. 15c

FRYERS QUARTERS

Lb. 33c

BACKS
NECKS

LEGS and THIGHS
BREAST

Lb. 39c

WINGS

Lb. 59c

GIZZARDS

THIGHS

Lb. 49c

ROASTIN

PORK SPARE

HOUSER VALLEY

U.S.CHOICE

Lb. 10c
Lb. 23c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 33c

CHICKENS

CENTER CUT

REEL FOOT

SLICED BACON
Lb 59
SOUTHERN BELLE SMOKED

HOT DOG FRANKS 12-oz.

49c

KREY

MELLO BACON

2 Lb. 69c

PICNICS

490

LB.

FULLY COOKED
COUNTRY STYLE

T. V. WATER ADDED

Lb. 99c

HAM KREY
END CUT

BACK BONE

Lb. 39c -----

BREAKFAST

590 PORK CHOPS Lb.IN PORK CHOPS Lb.5% PORK CHOPSL190
Lb 6g
B -B- CHOPS Lb. 890
Lb. 990 LIVER

RIBS Lb.
LIVER

Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesdays
lus We Aept U. S. Government
FOOD STAMPS

WITH THIS COUPON

COCA COLA
PEES1.401.Av
DR. PEPPER

Box 5c

MIXES Au'!.

-

$2.49

25 Lb.

DOG FOOD

A

COFFEE MATE

16-oz. Jar __

79c

10 Ct.
.111.

DOG FOOD

59c

STEWART'S'

SANDWICH SPREAD Quart

49c

STOKELY'S

65c

48 Ct.

HART'S CREAM STYLE

TUNA

303 SIZE
CANS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

39c

16-oz.

3

39c

32-oz.

GATORADE

3 BOTTLE
STEEL'S 16-oz.CAN
STEEL'S SHOESTRING

10c

211 Size

NESTEA

303

MIX 1-oz._Envs.

Can 29c

16-oz. ___ 89c

KING LEO

29c

STICK CANDY

INSTANT COFFEE 10-oz. Jar __ 99c

2 Lb 69c

SPREDIT

LARGE FANCY

THOUSAND ISLAND DRESSING 71c

C CUMBERS

FANCY

FANCY HOME GROWN COOKING

APPLES
LB

150

E ACH

Lb 19c

SWEET POTATOES
IDAHO 90 COUNT

10c

Each

Lb. 15c

RUSSETS
FANCY HOME GROWN

OKRA

PURPLE HULL PEAS

BELL

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

$1.00 t

5 Lbs.

OLEO
NEW CROP

Lb 79c

BUTTER BEANS

KRAFT

89

MARBEL

FRESH SHELLED

PINK

SALMON ANGLER

3 OZ

I
CHEESE SPREAD

CHERRIES

59c

CARNATION HOT COCOA

HART'S

39(,

1/2 Lb.

si

SAUCE 16-oz. 4 For

TOMATOES 5For

TEA

INSTANT TEA

TOMATO
8cz

46 oz. $1

6 1 2-0Z.

E. W. JAMES

STOKELYoi
lk
iiRAPE

CATSUP

49c

22-oz.

Plus Quality Stamps

STOKELY'S ORANGE

SPRAY STARCH

SWEET PICKLES
CHICKEN OF SEA

CORN

WHIP

THE FINEST

29c

1 Lb.Box

SALTINES
STOKELY'S

TEA BAGS

I5-oz.

MIRACLE
QT

39c

e,
11114==.6 MIN"

L&M

(Chicken and Beef

Plus Quality
Jmps

6 1 2-oz. $
CANS

POTATOES

POPS

MERIT

KRAFT

TUNA

Pius We Accept U. s. Government
FOOD STAMPS

ARCTIC

VAN -CAMP

3

BOTTLES

64-* AND ADDIT. $5.00 PURCHASE
EXCLIMNG MILK AND fOBAC
PRODUCTS. LIMIT ONE COUPON
28 oz.
PER FAMILY.

KAL - KAN

TRAIL BLAZER

Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesdays

28 OZ

A

PY-O-MY

rE

REELFOOT
Sliced Lb. 69c PORK CHOPS
ALL MEAT BOLOGNA _ _ Piece Lb. 65

BEEF

CALF

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.59C

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

PLUS
QUALITY
29° STAMPS

THIS'AD GOOD THURSDAY AUGUST 5th, THRU WED. AUGUST 9th.1671

CALIFORNIA EXTRA FANCY

No. I

CANTALOUPES
3
$

FOR

SONS WATERMELON
,4t "MAXI-SAVINGS"
JAM

5PERIMIRKET

WE RESERVE THE RIG T TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
1

MISSOURIHOME GROWN

•
•

SWEET TASTING

Lb.
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Fulton Ky.

a

Thik
Thrirl

FUR COAT

fall is "FAKE''.
ed looking fake fur
f
••
is made of easy-care washable polyester accented by brass buttons.
2 patch pockets, and a half belt
back button. Sizes 8 to 18 in Ash
or Camel.

LADIES

SHIRTS

KNIT TOPS

KNIT
PULLOVERS

266

354

354

COMPARE AT 4.99

LADIES

EA

LADIES

•

•

COMPARE AT 4.99

Knits,. are right for fail. A
e
C
fan ce
SplaSItiot
rtmertor
as
t.il
This wo
I
" n re
n : fo
.o
h
long sl
p
ith
i
c
a
lifgtchambray, polyester al
&rtball erlib,e(ripe decks
ton broadcloth in an assortdog"collars, contrksting trim
ment of collar styles. Choose
in easy care fabric. Sizes
from many styles in an assortSmall, Medium & Large.
ment of fall colors. 32 - 38.

LADES'

3/4 LENGTH CAR COATS

COMPARE AT 3.49

rib knit pull1000/0 acry
MR
maw.
, engths, moc,X
sea w rail
care
overs 25-i
n- IIII
necks. IriCI MA AEA7
t
g. A sillitIllkalll
,
atilkOkfr
cludes 5-buttOn or front zip
cludes leather trimmed collars,
closing with2 chest pockets.
covered buttons and pipe trimmed
Assorted colors in medium
pockets. Sizes 8-16 in camel and
.
and large.
antelope.
COMPARE AT 8.99

a

664

RIR

LA I

FALL DRESSES
MIX OR MATCH
COORDINATES
Round the clock fashion in this group of washable
sports wear. Mix or match and make several
different outfits.

Acrylic Bonded Slack 433
466
Bonded Nylon Vest

100%
Sizes 10 to 18.

44

COMPARE
AT 11.99

54

COMPARE
AT 4.99
Smart rib knits with long
sleeves, turtle necks In a 12
gauge fabric. 8 exciting fall
colors to choose from. Sizes
34-40.

Choose from Kodels,cottons and
blends in the latest colors of fall
in prints and solids with assorted
collar styles. Short or long
sleeves. Sizes 3-11. 7-15.
TEENS AND *OMENS
%
r
antiqued man- i
ScuffScuff-pool

TRIPLE STRAP SLIPON

Sizes 1010 18.

Bonded Nylon Lined Shirt 388
Sizes 1010 18.
388
100% Acrylic Sweater

SWEATERS BONDED LACK

qMPAR
T 2.99
5.09
TO
Small, Medium and Large. COMPARE AT UP

33

COMPARE
AT 8.99
Ladies acrylic bonded pants
with 2 pockets, zippers or
button fronts with button
waistband in sizes 8 to 18
in assorted colors.

/GIRLS CHAIN TRIM LOAFER
'Uppers of grained antiqued

55

manmade materials
• Moo vamp with brass chain
" Triple-straps over the plem
1•
trim
vamp; three brass buckles
• Sporty styling for school or
• Slightly squared toe; low
play
heel. (Imported)
2 to 3 In brown (imported)
1
zoo 8/
,
.1
• Sizes to 10 In brown } ....S

ER
OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENT
CITY, TENN.
UNION

REELFOOT AVE.

STORE HOURS: MON. thru SAT. 9 AM TO 9 Plif

-•••

Girls
3-PIECE BONDED

PANT SUIT OUTFIT

22

I

COMPARE AT 8.99

REG.
2.22}

Permanent press tweed jumper and pants in assorted
fall colors are set off with a cotton and polyester
solid blouse. Sizes 7 to 14.

In Fri WE

Page 4

WE rni WI

WE

ENE k-aisto
ow GIVE ucrsti GIVE

GIVEtote'ME

Every Wednesday Is Double Stamp P ay.
We Accept U. S. D. A. Food Stamps
You Always Save More At Liberty

GI

IJE

WE
GIVE

PASRTY ITEMS IN MARTIN STORE ONLY

GODCHAUX
WITH COUPON
51b. 391
Bag

WAGNER'S

SHASTA

ORANGE DRINK 1/2 Gal. 49c

DRINKS

TEXIZE LIQUID

VAN CAMP

DETERGENT 32-oz. Rol. 39c

TUNA

WE
GIVE

B & S ROLLS Pkg.

SALMON

Tall Can

SWEEPSTAKES

14-0Z. CAMS

83c

COCKTAIL
DEL MONTE

3c30AN3s841
TISSUE

1,71
.
1%2

1TS

TEXSUN

JUICE Grapefruit
TEXSUN

JUICE .0ranoe

15-0Z. PKG.

CHIP-A-ROOS

GOLDEN

Pkg. 59c

12-oz. CANE

EGGS
350

GRADE 'A'
MED. DOZ.

IT

BALLARD

HAMS

$1.00
$1.00

3For

Lb. $1.89

FRYERS

Tray Pack
4 Legged
Cut Up lb.

WE
Lb. 89c GIVE

HA/4

16-oz.

29c

HUSH PUPPIES

LB.

49trz

FRESH MEATY

Lb. 25c

NECK BONES
FRESH SLICED

Lb. 49c

BEEF LIVER

WE
GIVE

Morton Frozen

SEALDSWEET ORANGE

JUICE

3 JRI:= si

5

TENN.

PORK

CREAM PIE
14 1/2-oz.

FROZEN

T.V • DINNERS
II-oz.

WE
39c GIVE

EXCLUDING

35o 29c
4 $1
BANANAS

HAM
BEEF
SHRIMP

12-oz.
CAN

HORMEL VIENNA

SAUSAGE 41/2-oz

"den RiPe

LAM

TEA

BELL

HOME GROWN

I/4 Lb.---------4k CANTALOPES

LAM

4 For

$1.00

TEA BAGS

48 Cf.

RICHTEX

Lb. 15c

_ 59c TOMATOES

__

9tCORN

FRESH

Shorten'inic27
N

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Medal
Gold

FLOUR

10 Lb.Bag

.Maxwell House
Lb.Bag
$1•1191 COFFEE
This Coupon

69c

Limit 1 Per Customori

(Void After August 10,1171)
.staINP.

pwi

°A
illffl
E

LARGE

PEPPERS

Each

5c

CUCUMBERS

Each

5c

3 19
EARS'

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

WI
GIVE

LB.1
1

FR3SH

HOME GROWN

With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional PurWW1 This Coupon
Limit 1 Per Custom
Customs
chase. Exc. Tobacco and Dairy Products.
(Void After August 141,1111)
'
(Vold Alter August 10,1971)
-Remelests....sme. -0111MISe.41411111fte.
-oeftNee
111111110.
•osssi. -enow-eme-

MOM.

LB.

..................................................................

MARTIN STORE ONLY
GLAZED
DONUTS
Dozen
69c
ASSORTED
FRUIT PIES
9-inch Each ------$1.29
BROWNIES
Each
10c
ASSORTED
COFFEE CAKES
3 For
29c
st.rrrut CRUST
BREAD
16-oz. Loaf
49c
BLUE BERRY MUFFINS
6 For
$0c
LONG JOHN
Each
10c

WE

Lb. 69c

CHICKEN

TOWELS

SUGAR 5 Lb.Bag 39c 10 Lb. Bag 89c

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE
SHOULDER
SWISS

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED RINDLESS
(LIMIT-2)

39c

Lb. $1.19

IN

TEND

CENTER SLICED

39c

111-0L JAR

Lb. 49c ME

SAUSAGE

1414
1
CHUCK

3 31KBACON
33

PRESERVES Strawberry

Godchaux CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

Portio
:
B.

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

REALEMON

KLEENEX
P APER

49t

630

8-oz
CANS

PILLSBURY

WE

STEAK SITE

Southern Belle
TENDER SMOKED
Shank

lb.

59

LB.

WE
gm

COUNTRY STYLE

55c

12-oz. Pkg.

BAR B-Q

1.09

iassorted
polyester

Lb. 55c

FRANKS

Butt
Portion

SMOKED JOWLS _ _ __ Lb. 29c

COUNTRY STYLE - 2 LBS. OR MORE

BAR 8-0

12-oz. CANS

JOWLS by the piece _ Lb. 25c

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE CHUCK
FRIST ;_:UT

STEAK

ROLLS

1404.SUM

59c

CANS

SANDWICH LOAF

We Specialise in Coke and Pastry for Special Occasions Pleas*
Call 5074441 For Your Special Pastry Wilds.

GIVE

5
30399

LUNCHEON MEAT 3 For

BAKERY SPECIALS
WE

2 Cans 89c

6 2-oz.Can

14-0Z. BOTTLE

CHEF WAY

24-oz. Bottle

PORK CUTLETS

REELFOOT SKINLESS

BILTMORE

49c

Lb 79c

ROAST

NO. 2 1/2
can

LB.3

SLICED

STAR KIST CHUNK

BILTMORE

4k

Lb. 59c

PORK STEAK

PORK ROAST

'BISCUITS
Uui

3

Lb. P.39

STEAKS

SMOKED

PEANUT BUTTER 12-oz. Jar _ _ 39c

1711
.
117
.
2

OIL

43c

GM

T430NE

FRESH
SHOULDER

BOSTON BUTT

WHOLE KERNEL

46-oz. CAN

SUNSHINE

29c

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CREAM STYLE
GOLDEN OR

46-oz. CAN

Lb. 99c

FRESH SLICED

SACRAMENTO
HALVES

A OAR"

WE
gm

Round

Lb. $2.09

STEAKS
U. S. CHOICE

STEAK

CORN

FRUIT

Lb 49c

FRESH

TUNA

1.00

=7
.
.
4111

BACON

23 PICNICS

15 1/2-oz.
LOAF

L &M

*hi MACKEREL 4 For

WE
OWE

3- 6 1/2-oz. Cans _ _ _ _ $1.00

WHOLE
LB.

RIB EYE

U. S. CHOICE

CATSUP 20-oz. Rot.

26c

CHIEF CHUM

GEE

$1.00

HUNTS

PEACHES

WE

Assit. Flavors

PORK & BEANS 2 - 300 Cans

wog I MERV!

U.S.D.A.
INSPECTED
GRADE 'A'

CHICKASAW SLICED

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

33c

Pkg.

4 - ZS-az. BOTTLES

MISS LIBERTY
ROUND TOP

MISS LIBERTY (Hamburger and Hot Dog)

BUNS

0
B
L
.
B
A
890
1
FRYE
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

SUGAR
BREAD

A;8.99
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-S & H GREEN STAMPS -25 anig
With Coupon and Purchase of
1 Doz. GLAZED DONUTS
MARTIN ONLY
(Void After ou
rgoot 1911)
.00mor oommo.
ANEW.-411111W

sairisglawAlOsairti

Amigos Coming Early
To Learn Of America
The Ninth International Banana Festival will get off toan
early start Malign' more then
three weeks with the arrival on
August 8th al the Latin Auseriotteannee and their cc:or...oar. Mrs. frierenow
taros, Wet or a rwomment
Quito, Ecuador physician and
one. of the FesUval's heath:nom viattors.
Tide is always one ofthe ha,ppied and most exciting events
of the Festival as each Latin
American visitor is welcomed
by the large erowdthat gathers
and each Amigo is introduced
to the host and hostess in whose
home they will May.
The main purpose of the Banana Festival has always been
to promote understanding and
felewlifihiBrig9 Pegljk Amine=

neighbors of the banana producing countries and the Amigo
program is a significant way
to get to know the people in
those countries. Many lasting
friendships are made as they
become a part of a typical
American family for approximately two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sanders
again have charge ofthe Amigo
program and ask that you call
them at their home, telephone
number 472-1644, to offer to
be "Host Parents" to one or
more of the Amigos.
"This will be a rewarding
experience in your life and you
will Join many other dedicated
citizens who bellevethat inthis
community effort to promote
friendship, we can somehow
make a better world," Mr.
and Mrs. Sanders said.

Oman(' Festival Condition Of
Event Expanded Rail Switchman
FULTON, Ky. — The Window
Has Improved
Fair, an event held during the

Fulton, Ky.

FULTON, Ky.
—D M.
(Munk) Merryman, an Minds
Central Railroad switchman
here, was listed in satisfactory
condition today at Baptist Hospital in Memphis following an
Arts and crafts. and other on-the-Job accident
Tuesday.
handiwork will be in the display
menyman, 56, underwad
In
windows
Fulton and South gery Tuesday night after a tank
Fulton retail stores during hane-____. , ear ran over his left arm,
sevna festival on Aug. MD.
ering it at the shoulder.
Cash awards of S25. DS, end Yardmaster Morgan Omar ingib will be Pregiented OS the dicated Tuesday that the cause
homemaker clubs with the best of the accident was as yet undisPlari, with Judging In the determined.
evant to be done by the FultonSouth Fulton Retail Merchants
FRANKELY SPEAKING:
Bureau.
A rabble rouser is one given to
. my friend sings
Entries from any area home- incite work
maker group are being accepted "Born Free" with gusto; his
by Mrs. Cavita Olive at the parents skipped town without
Chamber of Commerce, 302 paying the hospital.
- Don I. Frankel.
Main St. here.

biternational Banana Festival
here, has been expanded to
award prim to area homemaker clubs who enter the competition.

TO THE
NINTH

Serving West Tennessee and West Kentucky for 28 years. Located next to the
Old & Third National Bank in down
town Union City.

WADE'S
Of UNION Cli Y

5-PIECE DINETTES $44.95
7-PIECE DINETTES $59.95
36" Metal Wardrobe $37.95
30" Metal China
$37.95
42" Metal China
$64.95
MAPLE BUNK BEDSti oc
3" Stock - Spindle Ends Includes
Mattress. Rails Ladder, and Guard Rail
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40Laa.aa

INTERNATIONAL
$39.95
BANANA FESTIVAL
Eureka
Cannister
Vacuum
Cleaner

Complete With Teak

Eureka

stuestd,

4044
C4194:
tic
e
,‘
t
Maple Hollywood Bectegg tic
Vitt "fi1t;v073'
Complete With 6" Foam 11:
isr
.
BOxi.'111V VIliegjlij
Springs, Rails
and Slats.

wegfig$6**

Upright
Vacuum
Cleaner.

a

$54.95_
Designed For C
I Year Guarantee

LIVTNGROOM SUITS - - - From $99.95
BEDROOM SUITS - - - - From $94.95
ODD 4- DRAWER CHEST

DOUBLE DROP SIDE BABY BED,
Innerspring Mattress,
& High Chair

$54.95

$27.95

eliàfric cooling play
ORM -

PEDIC MATTRESS AND

BOX SPRINGS
312- Coil Quilted Top

$69.95

OBTH -0--PEDIC DELUXE MATTRESS AND BOX SPRINGS
Extra Firm 612 - Coil
Mai Quill Top

$89.95

15-Cubic Foot Refrigerator 2 Door Frost Free $249.95
18 Cubic Foot Refrigerator 2 Door Frost Free $299.95
30" Gas Range -Magic ChiefClock.Timer' Glass D°" $179.95
30" Electric Range- Magic Chef %tar $189.95
Speed Queen -3 Heat Automatic Dryer $159.95
Speed Queen SCycle
peed Automatic Washer
$219.95

WADE
Of UNION CITY

Aliptaxsask

PHONE 885-2732
-__
SEE
Hugh Wade or Nathan Wade
aftin

111, ro

Credit Terms Available — Credit Terms To Fit Your Budget
"Trade With The Wade's Aid Save"

FREE
DELIVERY

With central electric air conditioning, one out-of-sight unit cools your entire home. Every
TO0/11.

While everyone else is talking about the hot weather ahead, you can do something about
it. Install central electric air conditioning now, and take the heat off your family this SIMI*
mer. (If you have central heating, you can use the existing ductwork.)
We'll help you pick the model, estimate costs. and plan installation, all without clap

Just call!
IIM1111111

11111111111111111111111111111a

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM BOARD
AND ALL EMPLOYEES OF THE SYSTEM

Milian Exum, Manager

BOARD:

Mrs. Martha Jolley, Accountant
Mrs. Lucille Adams, Cashier

Charles Reams, Chairman

Billy Moss, Line Foreman

Vyron Mitchell,Sec.& Treas.

Charles Ray,Lineman
Howard Hutchens,Lineman

Felix Gomm Jr.

J. C.Wilbur,Lineman

W.P. Burnene

Lloyd Baker, Lineman

Bobby Craven

David Webb, Groundman

Rodney Miller, Attorney

Fulton Electric Syste

971 Page 6

Fulton, Ky.
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UC Troopers
Will Remain
One of the most extensive
personnel reorganizations in the
history of the Tennessee Highway
Patrol was announced in Nash
ville today but no changes were
reported in Obion County.
Information provided The
Messenger indicated the shift
was to see as much as 25 per cent
of the troopers in some of the
patrol's four regions transferred
to other regions or to other
districts within their region
Sgt Tom Kilpatrick and State
Troopers W. C. Tate and Bobby
Rankin were not affected by the
shakeup. Lt. Bill Moore of Union
City, presently assigned to the
Memphis hgadquarters, probably
will draw in the near future a new
assignment even closer to Union
City
A major shakeup took place in
Dyer County where Sgt. William
E. Hammett and Troopers Leon
Goff and Jerry W Baker were
transferred. Hammett will go to
Memphis, Goff to Bolivar and
Baker to Somerville.
Moving into Dyersburg will be
Sgt Gordon Burress of Tiptonville, Trooper Jack R. Helton,
presently stationed in Memphis,
and Trooper Larry G. Bell, now
at Somerville.
Dresden will lose Trooper
Marvie N. Williams to Jackson
but will gain two others-.
Troopers Buddy Bowers and
Larry R. Rouse, both presently;
stationed at Jackson.
At Paris, State Trooper;
Thomas Crutcher, last week
embroiled into a controversy
with Paris police officers involving allegedly unpaid parking
tickets issued to his wife and an
alleged reprisal threat made by
the officer abainst a Paris
policeman, will be moved. He will
be reassigned to the Jackson
headquarters and be replaced by
Trooper Alvin Daniels from
Decaturville.

A

Vaughn Named
To Vote Board

What this country
needs is a good

10(SALE

PLUS A FANTASTIC SALE ON SUPER RIGHT
FULLY COOKED
SEMI-BONELESS

HAMS
s;‘

HALVED OR PRE-SLICED
BONELESS QUARTERS

L
AW
)4%q-aiePAA

SEMI-BONELESS

HAMS

Ground Beef
L.694
L.574
Platter Sliced Bacon
694 AP 0 Iee
First Cut Pork Chops
Ap
584
$1.09
Braunschweiger
Chunk Bologna
694
Skinless Franks
SERUNg
Cap'n.John's Fish & Chips 694
'X 454 White Bread
Ocean Perth Fillets
LB

The Obion County Election
Commission, which has on.
dergone quite a shakeup during
the past nine months, has a tient
member today.
J.T. Vaughan, Union City in.
surance salesman and
Democrat, was appointed
Monday by the state Board of
lelectiona in Nashville.
Mr. Vaughan succeeds Bruce
Conley, local attorney. Mr.
Conley was appointed to the
board after the resignation of
T.F. Wallace but later found he
failed to meet the residency
requirunent and resigned. A
member of the election corn"anion must have resided in the
Nudy for at least five years.
relatively' new
'Another
men=Andefaw,tr election
. Aubrey
Aie
co
Garrison, appointed after the
death of George Clue.

(CHUNK)

GAIN
DETERGENT

LB

5 LB. 401. BOX

WITH THIS COUPON
Good Only Al A&P Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sat., Aug. 7
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon per Customer

(SUPER

WHOLE OR
BONE-IN
QUARTERS

ee tAP

Ap

SAVE
82c
WITH THESE

COUPON WORTH 40c ON
JAREE
0F
Z.
OC
OT
FAIN
ST
,sSIENO
RA
EH
RC
LG
oU
FP

Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sat., Aug. 7
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon per Customer

MEN

COUPONS

RIGHT)Z

JANE PARKER

LB. 68

(SAVE 2)

420 OZ 994
LVES
•.0.14.”11

Bx 100 SALE/

WED.l'hru TUES.

GOLDEN RIPE

CRISP GREEN

BANANAS

CABBAGE

REGULAR OR BUTTERMILK

Robert Mitchum
Trevor Howard
"RYAN'S
DAUGHTERS"

LI
•

Technicolor

A&P
FARM FRESH

Green Peppers

Regular Prices

Every

AMERICAN BEAUTY
4
EA 10

Onions

LB.10

THUR.. FRI., SAT.,
AUG. 5-6-7 7

ro

••••

• 8..4, It KY

IMIIMOST IMUM
POI / UM?
ilittEMAIVE4

0
6 OZ. CAN'

.6 VARIETIES

Puddings

.104

60 CT. PKG.104

Cake Mixes

7 OZ. BOX 104

Tea Bags

10 CT. BOX104

5 OZ. PKG.

15/
2-0Z. CANS
1
.• •.......

• • - • ..•

A&P

Dog Food

TICHIC°Z C

Spaghetti

16 OZ. CAN 104

Iodized Salt

2.0z Box104

--PLUS
. A PiCluRES p.esems
COMM

ar
.'"Ii&s.mATarkit
cvpsiVots

grou Can't
Win'ens GEM

I.

•et04 COOIMM/ PODDUCT1ON r
4•M•Vilt1C44.
• COLON

Sun., Mon., Tuns.. Wuti
Aug.8-9-10-11
PATRICIA WYMER
flOm ••••11Tiur Goo

lbeRUM

a,6radlialta

ea

LIBBY'S DEEP BROWN

PORK 81 BEANS

NORTHERN BATHROOM

Daily

TISSUE

CAT FOOD

• SINGLE
ROLL

••-•0411.•,f MA,,0110.1 OCTUMS 1/11.1411

—

PLUS

m.m1

GEORGE SEGAL i EVA toARE sioe

5
446
0
1

111811111101111111a

111111111111e

04
1104
104

8 OZ. PKG.1

AMERICAN BEAUTY

OUR OWN

VETS

DAILY

m

3 OZ. PKG.1104

SUNNY FIELD

Steak Sauce
ANN PAGE

i

Cream Cheese
Nutley Patties
Frozen Waffles
MARGARINE

CHARM

DAWN MUSHROOM

thane.

15 OZ. CAN104

BLUE RIBBON

SPANISH

g about
us sum-

Tomato Juke
Napkins

PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT.,
AUG. 7

•

1 t1.),
1

,
7114. 11i

e;

A*,70

`t

••• •

Fulton, Ky.

Boost The Festival
Buy a Button
Just $ 1.00
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WELCONE -- FESTIVAL VISITOBS
Sot

You'll Ilk* our food. our iris:a:Dv service and our attractive, carpeted
dialag room — VisLt U. Sooni

Home Style Fried Chicken

t
1114-/

Palm reader and advisor
Are You Sick, Suffering, Need Help?
This gifted woman can and will help you
Where all others have failed.
illhrmanently located on Highway 51, R•hveen Fulton and
Pinion City. Look for the big palm sign. Open Daily includIs. m. to 10 p. m. Phone 685-6971

duke

Festival Is RealToMis.Holland
activities, she can have her own
little "celebration" over the
banana trees she grows In her
yard.
It all started six

"Nile

LOOK OVER THESE

FESTIVAL SPECIALS
1970 CHEVELLE SS 2-door hardtop, Tenn.
tags, grey color, V8, automatic with coil
induction hood.
1970 IMPALA 4-door sedan, Kentucky tag,
cream color, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air;
NICE!
CAPRICE 4-door hardtop, Kentucky
P69 tag, green color, green vinyl top, V8,
automatic, power steering, power
brakes, factory air.
1969 IMPALA 4-door hardtop, Tenn. tags,
white color, black vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
factory air.
969 CHEVELLE SS.Tenn. tags, green color,
V8, 4-speed.
969 IMPALA 4-door sedan, Tenn. tags, gold
color, V8, automatic, power steering,
power beekratfictory air, one-owner,
local car, nice!

1969 BUICK ELECTRA 225 4-door hardtop,
Tenn. tags, blue, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, power windows,
power seats, factory air.

when a friend in Missouri
brought her a small plant.
Since then, the plant has grown
and grown until it is now 12
feet high.
In the process of growing,
the plant has produced numerous little offspring, most of
which Mrs. Holland has given
away. She did keep one of the
though, and reports
plants,
that it's "Just shooting up."
Since the winter in this area
is far from tropical, Mrs.Holland must dig up the plant at
the first sign of cold weather.
She puts it under the house to
protect it.
Although the trees have never
borne fruit (they bloom once
only, and that after seven
years), the enloyment of watching them grow is enough for
Mrs. Holland.
"It's like watching a tree
grow, in fast motion," Mrs.
Holl d said.

1968 FORD FAIRLANE 2-door hardtop,
Tenn. tags, red color, V8,automatic.
1967 FORD FAIRLANE 2-door hardtop,
Tenn. tags, red, color, V8, standard
transmission.
1970 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE _ station
wagon, V8, Tenn. tags, white color,
standard transmission; extra sharp.
1970 FORD TRUCK 1-ton chassis cab, automatic, V8.
1968 OPELS (we have four of them and we
are READY to sell!)

Spa

Home Made Donuts

r.
"
num•
The slx-yesr-old banana tree (I**) is Mn.lidlanes oldest. It has 111140n "birth"
mime quickly.
°lbws like the one on the right which mons to bo catching tio with its

For Mrs. Tom Holland of
Hickman, celebration of a banana festival has a personal
touch while she may not participate too muck in the Fulton

(NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY)

Chicken Baskets
Shrimp Baskets Call-In -Orders!
Hamburgers
Fiesta Burgers Telephone Sandwiches Of All
472-3267

tiy
Miss
Stank
.11•ma..

3

— ICE CREAM
— SHAKES
— SUNDAES
— DRINKS
of all Flavors
— COFFEE

The Country Boy's Drive-In
Owned and Operated by Billy Gilbert
4th Street

—

Next to Gilbert Supermarket

9th

Welcome To The

MISS MT

— LENNOX
FURNACES

472-1912)

&whip #47.1 '74u Col Treat"
S414111W1

cti AtI

,o

PHONE

FULTON, KY.

• Down Sporting
• FIIIIKIC•

Mic

LENNOX FURNACES
GAS — OIL — COAL

Call 472-1912
•

•

1

•

0

11110121VICM

FULTON,KY.

Chuck Jordan, Mike Willams, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Vernon Spraggs and Dan Taylor

IIIONIMFAT 307

A Great Big

FULTON, KT.

KING SIZE

OLIVE

STREET

LENNOX HEAT PUMPS,T00!

-4418

V004 014

II 4.405tdi.

WELCOME

TO THE

ta
10

9

9
9
9

a.

9

We Have A Salesman On Duty Until 8:
p. m. Monday thru Friday antip.44Surday af*moons until 5: p. m.

"Where the best deals are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE ONE IF THESE SALESMEN" - -

0000
i 11
:

INTERNATIONAL BANANA FES

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK
111111

*who

9
9
9
9
9

• Gullying

GMAC
PLAN

tio
with

Boum

SISTER HELEN

ldg Sunday.

este
essa
eire

9th

INTERNATIONAL
BANANA FESTIVA
The Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

"IT'S THE REAL THING"

N111111'8 House

Put At $105,000

Entries are being received
chub for the International Banana Festival Princess Pageant to be held In Fulton, Ky.
la August lath in connection
with the Ninth International
Banana Festival. This Pageant is fast becoming one of
411. better-known pageants in
*id-America; each year these
deatestants go on to win high
%mars in both state and naWaal contests.
Sponsored by the Rotary Club,
the Pageant will be directed
iy Miss Linda Arrington and
Miss Cheryl Underwood. Jack
Staulcup and his oretw.wrs will

3 Swim Channel
Anik Back
MOVE R, England — Three
Wheaten, all men, have made
=Mop round-trtp crossings of
atellnel —which
ibenag being In the sea from 96
to a hours_

LEXINGTON, Ky.
A deed on file at the Fayette
County Courthouse shows Gov.
and Mrs. Louie B. Nunn paid
9105,000 for a home they have
bought here for use after Nunn's
term expires in December.
The home: on Parkere Mill
Road, was 'old to Nunn by
Harkness Edwards Jr., who purchased it in 1987 for $128,000,
accilmang to records in the
courthouse.

furnish the music for the Pageant and for the Princess Ball
immediately following.
One of the more glamorous
prizes to be awarded the girl
chosen to be the Festival Princess is an all-expense trip to
the Quito Festival, held annually
in Quito, Ecuador, as well as a
scholarship.
Festival Officials announced
today that a few more entriea Ornithologists Use
can be taken so if you would
like to enter the Princess Pag- Colorful Bird Names
eant and Join in the Festival
fun, contact Banana Festival
— OrniWASHINGTON
Headquarters, Fulton, Ky., tothologists searching for precise
day.
nomenclature have devised
many colorful bird names, the
Hatchets For
National Geographic Society
Currency
says. Among them are the great
MERIDA, Yucatan — Yucatan racket-tailed drongo, yellow-belIndians used copper hatchets as lied waxbill, black-spotted
currency. They cut the hatchets bare-eye, red-whhtkered, bulbul,
into small T-ehaped pieces,their turquOiee-breered mottnot, ruclosest approach to coined fous-broWed pepper shrike and
blue-faced booby.
money.

Prominent Kentuckians
Give Festival Support
Three Kentucky political and
business leaders were among
the first to mail $100 checks
to join the "Top Banana" Club
tor the annual International
Ranana Festival here.
The money is used to help
finance the festival and allows
the members of the club an opportunity to directly participate
In the happenings during the
*diva' week.
All community people wishing
to Join should mall their checks
to the Banana Festival Headquarters, P. 0, Box 428, Fulton.
The letters from the men
which accompanied their checks
expressed their interest and
enthusiasm in the festival and
assured that they would most
certainly attend.
Here are the letters:
.Tone.23, 1971
Mrs. Lucille Smith Adams
Executive Secretary
International Banana Festival
Association, loc.
Fulton, Kentucky 42041

communities in Kentucky where
We operate. I hope some day
that we will be large enough so
we can do this.
I wish you the very best of
success this year.
Harry Lee Waterfield

entubtbdrb******************mbetbtbslit 1).r R seems
Loan.,impossible but
it's
time nun to make definite
9
OD plans for the Banana Festival
Fulton; but since the FestiJ, it
val is being held about three
6
ir Weeks earlier this year, I
14, know
you people are really
0
-:.;_ pi a sweat about now.

OBION
COUNTY
TAX
ASSESSOR

9
9
O.
9
9
9
9
0
9
9
9

June 4, 1971.
Is a veteran of the Vietnam conflict discharged from the Army on
UTM in 1969.
Earned a Bachelor of Science Degree in General Agriculture at

0

e
O
6
O
4

0

Is not a special interest candidate.
Will work for all Obion Countians, not just one small portion.

Will devote all his lime to the office; it will not be relegated to a second jo6.
Is a native of Obion County.

'''''".'

INOTtliklii§::-Iifor---Aini*i.

ir .-.

I am enclosing my check for
11100 as my membership fee
In the Top Banana Club and am
taw to make this contribuas • small token of the
tih ttprxeciation I have for the tre'_'
meedous efforts that Fultonians
IT !bake each year in putting on
lie this worthwhile event.
Personal, good wishes.
Sincerely,
Frank A. Stubblefield
Member of gongress
•••*•
Jane 22, 19/1
de kr. w, P. Burnette, President
notional Banana Festival
Kentucky

de
$

"a- bear Dub.
If :
illii . 1 have always been very inIn your promotion of
4 he Banana Festival.! think you
I) lave done an excellent and outiii standing Job for both community
-....„ promotion and especially human
Ey relations between the United
I) States and the Latin American
0 countries.
I am enclosing my check for
9100.00 for whatever purpose
It can best be used. Investors

Fulton, Ky.
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in which I was a candidate for May 15. Thus, the delay.
re-election. I was simply
Naturally, Joyce and I do want
swamped at the time. After the
Top Banana
election Joyce and I left for a to be again in the
is my check in
2 1/2 week vacation in Florida, Club. Attached
If this qualias we were exhausted at the the sum of 9100.
memcompletion of the five-county fies only one of us as
Thank
campaign. Naturally, we were bers, then let it be me.
thrilled about the results, es- you for inviting us. We look
pecially the vote I received in forward to August 12, 19 attel
another success**
14 and
Fulton County.
•Not until this past Monday Banana Festival.
Sincerely.
did I begin answering any mall
Carroll Hubbard, Jr.:
whieh T received after about

THEY LOOK WONDERFUL
THEY FEEL WONDERFUL
THEY FIT WONDERFUL
Fine Fitting, Long Wearing Shoes For
Children, With Up To Dale Styling.
We Carry From A to E Widths

FITTED WITH T. L. C.

4. mton,

JIM SOWELL

June 17, 1971
Mrs. Lucille S. Adams, Execu
Dye Secretary
International Banana Festival
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Dear Mrs. Adams:
Thank you for your nice letter of May 21, inviting my wife
Joyce and me to become members in the Top Banana Club
for 1971 by sending a check to
the I. B. F. for 9100.00.
Please forgive my delay in
reply. Your letter reached me
about three days prior to the
May 25 Democratic primary

(Tender Loving Care)

a kir.ted

Paid Political Adv -authorized by Jinr cowed
r
to draw the line due to our intelefa+444,44.444444.4444141plbjp.444+4 ability to porbotpoto to all the

.

aw
t
esaliw eallile. 411Iallie -011MIle• esillItlee -411111seellaliD. el111111e elaille..MIIIIIM.41..s."RM.""mma`•"''''' ----

COME EARLY, - STAY LATE!

MINBER: F. D.L C.

MEMBER: FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

A

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MAN OR WOMAN
Reliable person from this area
to service and collect from automatic dispensers. No experience needed . . we establish
accounts for you Car, references and 8995.00 to 81885 00
cash capital necessary. 4 to 12
hours weekly nets exceLlent
monthly income. Full time
more. For local interview,
write, include telephone number, Eagle Industries, 3938
Meadowbrook Road, St. Louis
Park, Minnesota 95426.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
00.11IICIL . .
Sat so LITTLE...
siosis******
Only 5c per word
to reach
8,500 Homes 1
SUM M ERTIM E AND THE
EARNING IS EASY... when
you're an Avon Representative.
Work in your spare time, earn
spare money. Phone now or
write: Margaret 'Mylor, Box
1022, Paducah, Ky. 43301.
Phone 898-2708.

SLEEPING ROOMS for rent.
Private bath. Call 472-3336.
FOR SALE 1972 Singer ZigZag, used only 3 months. Like
new. Buttonholes, sews on buttons, and fancy designs. $29.50
cash or terms. Write S. S.
Pruitt, Box 1.65, Fulton.
FOR RENT Modern 2 bedroom brick house on FultonUnion City Highway, $80.00.
Call Paducah 502-554-2900 or
write Edward B. Fritts, 125
Springwell Lane.
MAN OR WOMAN to sell
Rawleigh Household Products
to families. Can make 13 and
up an hour—part or MI time.
Write giving phone no.: Ray
Harris, Rawleigh Co., Freeport,
III. or call 815-232-4161 from 8
to 4 30.

Be Our Guest!

Commission OKs
Drawing OfPlans
For Fulton Work

FULTON, Ky.—The drawing
of schematic, or projected plans
for a new city hall complex has
been approved by the Fulton
City Commission. Meeting in
•%MT•Wbeelchairs. crutches
and other convalescent aids at
regular session it voted to enCITY SDPER DRUG 4013 Lie
ter Into an agreement with Ross
30,000 Rooms
FuRon, IC,y
and Castleberry, a Paducah architectural firm.
Available
A future decision will be made
MUNICH, Germany — Accomby the commission on whether
modations for 30,000 visitors will
be available in and around Mu- to proceed with further planning
Can WI* Sown Tim
nich for visitors to the 1972 of construction of the proposed
Olympic Games. Of these, 10,000 city hall, fire station, and po•
\
'' '
lice statica, or on any one phase
will be in hotels and 20,000 in
of the project.
private homes.
I
Other action of the commisrrAmisrAnarAnnri Mon Included approval on the
'
I
following items:
h Purchase of a bulldozer, creafTUTS TRUED i
I that of a park board, the borr.a.: s CL
4 rowing of S28,000 for the geewawne, &mop
eral fund, authority to the airWheels Balanced /
Complete Kitchen
port board to borrow $4,000, and
s
1
remodeling service
a cash payment to the Urban
Renewal Agency.
308 Broadway,
WHEELS ALIGNED(

.,

WANTED!

1
4

I

FORSYTHE

qh

g

City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
11. Fallon - nu 4794741

Martin. Tann.

14
II
4 Grass Growth Delayetl

N Across from
Morhn Carpet Cr 111
Day 587-4157 Nit, S8740774
4
INFAIIIrII/IMI

L

ELMSHORN, Gerniany- —.A
horticulturist here reperts he has
a preparation that tetil stop grass
from growing for three to five
weeks.

WHEN WE SERVE THE
WORLD'S LARGEST BANANA PUDDING

COME TO THE FESTIVAL 1

WELCOME
VISITORS and GUESTS

Al The City Park
SATURDAY, AUGUST 14th
RIGHT AFTER THE PARADE!

Zpne2DAIRIES INC.r FULTON
FERRY - MORSE
SEED CO.

(PURE MILK CO.)
DISTRIBUTORS OF TURNER'S QUALITY CHEKD ICE CREAM
FOURTH STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY

FULTON, KY.
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A Great Week Of Entertainment!
- - - COME TO THE 9th INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL
It has been the pleasure of the Henry I. Siegel Company to
be a part of the business life of the Twin Cities for many
years. The friendships we have made and the progress we have
all made, working together, are valued milestones in our lives.
We join in a salute to the 1971 Festival. May it be one of the
best ever, and may it bring added prestige to our communities.

GLENN PUCKETT
Manager of the Kentucky plant

oAtel SrEGEL

FRANK WOOLF

For the Siegel Family

Manager of the South Fulton plant

THE WINNERS
IN NATIONWIDE SPORTSWEAR POPULARITY

PARISIAN STROLLER
DUTCH ARMY JAC

BEACHCOMBER

IS PROUD TO BELONG
TO THE TWIN -CITY
COMMUNITY

III
SPORTSWEAR
FOR HIM AND HER
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
FULTON, KINTUCKY
*******************************************

SWABBY JEAN
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ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
AT THE

NINTH INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL
WEDNESDAY EVENING AUGUST 11

THURSDAY EVENING AUGUST 12

Lovely Princess Eleanor Susan Gordon,(center) will reign over Festival activities this
year. She is shown here with her court
selected at the close of last year's beauty pageant. Others M the photo Cr,: Karen
Gray Owens, Martinsville, Va., fourth
runner-up; Teresa Joan Beachum, Union City, tied for second runner-up; Linda Lou Bromfield,
Murray, first runner-up and
Donna Lynn Cody, Paris, Tenn, tied for second-up.

THE EXILES
8: P.M.
My League Grandstand
Adults $1.00 Children 50c
Get Your Tickets Now
At The Festival Office
302 Main Street

nollhaie"%aloonismewelinastwann-aair
"
. nrom"-now•nainwaw...nitras

„.
Sikl
1

.
1.0__N AUG.14

PRINCESS PAGEANT
P. M,_ _
iallY8:LEAGUE
GRANDSTAND
Music By Jack Staulcup Orchestra
Adults $2.00 —Children $1.00
Reserved Seats $3.00
„

BATTLE OF THE BANDS
Kitty League Grandstand
2: P. M.
ADULTS __ $2.00

Get Your Tickets Now
Al The Festival Office
302 Main Street

CHILDREN __ $1.00

SATURDAY EVENING AUGUST 14

FRIDAY EVENING AUGUST 13

•fteiraSsisOWes."46.01.4
.
0.
".••
•
"

.M."°*".11
"ftgli".....1.44.1.1*
"

COUNTRY
and
WESTERN
SHOW
8: P. M.
ADULTS
CHILDREN

$2.00
$1.00
/MD & MT= MUM?

um leek at Wont and you knew what the werds
"vamp and beautiful" meats—they'
re the
Doodle Town Pipers, an internationally known
young singing group who have appeared again
and again on big-name television progr•ms. They
will appear M the International Banana
Festival an Friday nigM, August 13.

DOODLETOWN PIPERS SHOW
8: P. M. Kitty League Grandstand
Admission $3.00 Reserved Seats $4.00 Children $1.004

.....••••••••

CHARLIE FREEMAN

Peggy Sue &
Sonny Wright

PORTIA PAYNE

